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ABSTRACT
Lost in Translation: Implications for Translating Psychometric
Tests as Seen With the Nunchi Scale
Jacob A. Larson
Department of Anthropology, BYU
Master of Arts
Psychometric tests are often translated from one language into another for use in cultural and
cross-cultural psychological research. This tradition has long been a primary method for studying
psychological concepts across cultures. A body of literature has been emerging that raises
concerns with this process of translation and suggests that psychological concepts may not
always translate smoothly across cultures. In what follows, I examine these issues surrounding
the translation of psychometric tests. To do this, I gathered survey data for an English translation
of the Nunchi Scale, to examine the process of translation and various analytic techniques
devised to demonstrate the validity and reliability of scales. The Nunchi Scale was developed by
Korean researchers to measure the Korean psychosocial competency of nunchi (Heo & Park,
2013) which involves heightened awareness of others. Using ethnographic data and focus group
data gathered by my team of Korean researchers, this paper critiques the psychometric
translation process. In this paper, I will show that when this psychometric scale was translated
from Korean to English, the very concept that was supposed to be measured by the scale, namely
nunchi, was lost. From this process of translation, I will argue that the current practices of crosscultural equivalence testing are not sufficient. This research offers a few cultural research
methodologies to help check and correct against the issues that appear in translating or using
foreign psychological concepts in cultural research. It is hoped that this research will help shed
light on the complexities and problems involved in translating psychological concepts from one
cultural context to another. It is also hoped that by understanding these complexities and
problems, we will be able to better understand the psychological concepts that are purportedly
measured by these psychometric measures. In sum, this paper offers a critical voice cautioning
the use of untranslatable psychological concepts.
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Lost in Translation: Implications for Translating Psychometric
Tests as Seen With the Nunchi Scale
In cultural and cross-cultural research, psychometric tests are regularly translated into
other languages to better understand cultures or to make comparisons between cultures. Many
researchers assume that the meaning within psychocultural concepts can be accurately carried
across linguistic boundaries in the process of translation, but there are reasons to question this
assumption as this thesis will illustrate. A number of researchers have been shedding light onto
cross-cultural linguistic blindness that is often overlooked or unconsidered (see e.g., Hui &
Triandis, 1985; Johnson, 1998; Lomas, 2018; Sechrest et al., 1972; Tsai et al., 2021). These
researchers note that some academics simply do 1:1 psychometric translation without taking
cultural assumptions into account. Some researchers do not do their cultural homework as it
were.
In the present research, I explore the potential problems with translating the nunchi
concept from Korean linguaculture into American-English linguaculture. To do this, I explore
the technical process that is required for translating psychometric tests. To do this, I selected the
Nunchi Scale for anthropological examination. The Nunchi Scale was developed in the Korean
language to study the Korean psychosocial concept of nunchi (눈치). In the original study that
utilized the Nunchi Scale, nunchi appeared to correlate with various other psychological
concepts like collectivism, self-esteem, communication, life-satisfaction, empathy quotient,
interpersonal relationship, and wellness. The Nunchi Scale is a 12-item test to measure aspects of
nunchi, which measures how much nunchi a participant has (see e.g., Heo & Park, 2013). To
better understand the issues and implications with translating psychometric tests, this research
examines the translation process I underwent for the Nunchi Scale (NS). I wanted to see how or
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if the NS could be used in an American context, and then I wanted to understand what the results
of such a study meant in light of ethnographic data describing nunchi in practice.
We 1underwent a multi-phased process to translate the NS to English, which resulted in
our English version of the NS (hereafter referred to as NS-ET). Initially, a cross-cultural
psychologist who is also a Korean native translated the NS from Korean into English. This was
examined and followed by three back-translations of the initial translation and two alternate
translations to the initial translation that were produced by two different Korean native speakers.
These were all compared and analyzed before making the NS-ET. Groups consisting of native
Korean speaking research assistants, our supervisor, our cross-cultural psychologist, and I met
together regularly to discuss the translations. To examine the NS-ET translation process, I
analyzed the data collected from post-translation focus group meetings. To better understand
nunchi in the context of South Korean culture, I coded thematically ethnographic data collected
by a few Korean native speakers regarding their daily experiences with nunchi living in Seoul. I
use this ethnographic data along with translation data to consider the construct validity of
psychometric tests that have been translated and employed in a different cultural context as well
as briefly considering the value of the construct itself.
In what follows, I will first introduce psychological cross-cultural and cultural research,
ethnopsychology, and psychometric translation traditions. I next introduce the concepts of
nunchi, and relevant Korean and western concepts related to nunchi. After considering previous
findings in these areas, I describe the methodology that was used to analyze the psychometric
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Throughout this thesis, the tone alternates between “I” and “we.” At times I conducted the research on my own and

at other times I conducted the research within a team of other researchers.
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translation of the NS. Our studies examined both the translation process, ethnographic
observations and interviews in Seoul, survey data collected with the NS-ET, and the items of the
psychometric test. Our analysis is divided into the following four areas: the ethnographic data,
the statical validity and reliability reports of the survey data, an item-by-item examination of the
NS-ET with psychometric-ethnographics (Maddox et al., 2015), and interlinear glosses of a few
selected items from the NS. I will discuss the issues that come with test translations, show how
the practice is not straightforward, and how it could be potentially harmful to good cultural
research.
Background
Cross-Cultural Psychology
According to Segall et al. (1998) the history of cross-cultural psychology began shortly
after World War II as psychology began to reach out further than nationalistic boundaries. The
field had many weaknesses, for “in the early days, there was, far too often, a naïve application of
Euro-American theoretical notions and, worse, instruments designed, produced, and validated in
Euro-American settings to research conducted in other settings” (Segall et al., 1998, p. 1103). As
advancements were made in cross-cultural psychology, researchers utilized instruments across
cultural settings with the assumption that cultural variables were accounted for. Psychologists
were often searching for universals in psychology, and in cross-cultural psychology this search
was conducted across cultures comparatively. Segall et al. asserted that cross-cultural
psychologists look for absolute and relative psychological experiences and are seeking to see
where culture influences those experiences. Shweder and Bourne (1982) argued that concepts of
human experiences are predominately described in universal terms in cross-cultural psychology
and that cross-cultural psychologists tend to seek out the universals of human behavior and
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experience by comparing cultures. “Cultural relativism,” coined by Franz Boas in 1911, was
appropriated by John Berry in 1992 as an opposite to absolutism, as a way to come closer to
studying the underlying universalism of human psychology (Segall et al., 1998).
To weigh these potential psychological universals, cross-cultural psychologists often use
translated psychometric tests in target cultures, and then use these measures to draw comparisons
between cultures.
As an example, the concept of ‘self’ is often studied cross culturally through
psychometric tests designed to measure the self, so as to make comparisons between different
cultures on selfhood (see e.g., Kashima et al., 1995; Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Singelis &
Brown, 1995). Many concepts like “selfhood” which are studied cross-culturally with translated
psychometric measures, despite the issue that ‘selfhood’ does not carry across cultures in the
same way it does with western cultures (Bertau, 2014; Shweder & Bourne, 1982). As an
example, the western self has been characterized as individualistic, egocentric, independent,
autonomous, self-sufficient, separate, detached, differentiated, individuated and self-contained,
where other cultural forms of the self are societal, sociocentric, interdependent, interlinked,
attached, undifferentiated, unindividuated, and contextual (Spiro, 1993). This issue has been
illustrated with other concepts like “emotion,” “mind,” “person,” “society,” (Wierzbicka, 1993).
It is difficult to see one’s own biases because culture can often be taken as commonsense. Most likely, this happens unintentionally as many cross-cultural researchers I have
discussed this with weren’t aware of the issue. The common-sense of a given culture appears to
members of that culture as if it is culturally neutral. As an example of cultural common-sense,
Richard Shweder demonstrated that the appropriateness of who sleeps by whom is often taken
for granted as “common sense” in many cultures. Yet many cultures have different moral ideas
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about who is allowed to sleep with whom in a family household. According to the study,
American participants would see it as obvious that particular members of the family don’t sleep
with one another, where in other cultures the opposite opinion was seen as equally common
sense (i.e., dads should or should not sleep with their daughters; (Shweder et al., 1995). These
common-sense assessments are also found within psychological research practice, including
cross-cultural research. Many cross-cultural researchers take their own ethnocentric ideas of
psychology as universal without checking whether their common-sense is culturally informed.
Western predominance in social science establishes itself to the point that most don’t even
recognize that it is an ethnopsychology rather than a psychology in toto (Lomas, 2018).
The commonsense nature of cultural assumptions leads many researchers to import these
assumptions when conducting cross-cultural research and assume that psychological constructs
are easily translatable across cultures. As an example of this, a group of researchers studied a
Singaporean concept known as kiasu, which they translate as a type of fear of missing out
(FOMO). These researchers concluded that other cultures, namely Australian in this respective
study, evidence kiasu (Ho et al., 1998). This study used a kiasu questionnaire to measure the
kiasu found in Australian and Singaporean groups. These researchers, like others, argue that
concepts, like kiasu, are found in other cultures (Ho et al., 1998). The assumption here is that
finding the right translations and equivalents in foreign languages help scientists to measure
these concepts which are assumed to be universal. Further, there is an assumption that in some
cultures where there may not be adequate language to capture psychological concepts, these
concepts nonetheless exist and are measurable to some extent, but that some cultures are not
linguistically equipped to express the same phenomena as other cultures.
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“Test researchers have long been aware of the problems associated with developing
culturally and ethnically unbiased” tests that are used in cross-cultural research, namely
establishing cultural equivalence for psychological concepts, and then measuring averages across
cultures (Hui & Triandis, 1985, p. 131). Cross-cultural psychologists were concerned that their
tests and measures were perhaps not adequately comparing cultures because culture may have
been a confounding variable to the measures all along. Researchers turned to equivalence testing.
Kagitcibasi and Berry (1989, p. 496) asserted that the field of cross-cultural psychology “has
moved well beyond the simplistic and automatic comparison of mean scores from different
cultures.” By using complex techniques to establish cross-cultural equivalence, many have
moved beyond rudimentary comparisons and now opt for more complex cultural comparisons.
Equivalence testing became more rigorous as did the translation process for psychometric tests.
These recent moves towards complexity in the translation process and equivalence testing is
assumed to account for confounding cultural variables.
Psychometric Tradition
Historically, psychometric testing has been a mainstay for researchers and psychologists
who wanted to understand and quantify the human experience. These tests often utilized survey
items that are designed to measure operationalized concepts. Survey items are assessed using
statistical methods and software. Raykov and Marcoulides (2011) argue that measuring
constructs, in the form of latent variables, would have been unavailable without the use of
sophisticated statistical methods and software; unlike the physical sciences, it is difficult to
create ways to directly measure the psychological experience. Construct analysis through
statistics makes that possible. Furthermore, psychometric tests help in assessing large response
pools that would otherwise not be feasible. This ability to quickly gather data is appealing and
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convenient. Psychological tests are so pervasive for studying people that researchers in sister
fields including economics, anthropology, sociology, political science, medicine, and other fields
utilize these techniques. Psychological tests have been and continue to be a major tool in
understanding human behavior and psychology in the tradition of psychology and cross-cultural
psychology.
Psychometric Translation Procedure
In cross-cultural research, psychometric testing was developed for studying psychological
phenomena within a given culture, and resultingly several cross-cultural psychologists study
psychological phenomena across cultures using these measures. The general practice of
translating a psychometric scale varies from researcher to researcher. Some researchers engage
in translation and back-translation 2, some researchers consult with linguistic experts, some form
focus groups, and some solely use basic 1:1 translation (see Brislin, 1970; Peña, 2007; Wild et
al., 2005 & Figure 1). Translation processes are often followed by factor analysis (see e.g.,
Fischer & Karl, 2019) to see if the items on the original and translated tests behave statistically
similar or not, such as in the case of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) or structural equation
modeling (SEM).
Cross-cultural psychology falls into the same tradition as mainstream psychology by
using psychometric testing and subsequent statistics to support their usage. Researchers seek
establish equivalence so that they are able to use psychometric tests across cultures. Modern

2

Backtranslation is the process where researchers make a translation of a given psychometric measure and then this

translation is translated back to the original language by a different researcher who is unaware of the original
measure. The first translation is then adjusted based on the difference between the original, translated, and backtranslated versions. This process continues until the back translations become comparable to the original test.
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cross-cultural psychology equivalence testing is found in older modeling traditions, but has
become more streamlined and complex over the past couple of decades. The history began in the
early 1900s with Karl Pearson’s theory on orthogonal least squares. It was then adopted as the
foundation for Harold Hotelling’s component analysis and correlation matrix analysis (Karimi &
Meyer, 2014). Frank Hamilton Spearman pioneered factor analysis. Confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) was pioneered by Robert D. Tucker and later by Karl G. Jöreskog as a means to confirm
whether factors were statically fitting within construct models (Karimi & Meyer, 2014).
Structural equation modeling (SEM), which was pioneered by Ragnar Frisch, Frederick V.
Waugh, Trygve Haavelmo, and Tjallin C. Koopmans in separate ways between the 30’s and
40’s, was created originally to study economics, and then it was later brought into other social
sciences by Arthur S. Goldberger (Karimi & Meyer, 2014). Psychological research’s history is
rooted and intertwined deeply with structural modeling. Indeed, Goldberger (1972) said himself
that historically from the 30’s till his time that psychological science frequently depended on
structural equation modeling. Factor analysis and structural modeling is prevalent today in the
forms of CFA and SEM. In this way, cross-cultural psychology perpetuates a modern form of
traditional analytic practice (see Butcher & Han, 1996; Cheung & Au, 2005; Davidov et al.,
2012; Fischer & Fontaine, 2011; Hsueh et al., 2005; Oishi, 2007; Watkins, 1989).
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Figure 1
Examples of Psychometric Tranlsation Processes

Note. A represents the original form of a psychometric and B represents translations. N
represents the finalized form of a psychometric. This outlines many of the methods to translate a
psychometric including 1:1 translation, back translation, statistical equivalence testing, linguistic
counsel, and using focus groups.
The goal of translating a psychometric test is to produce an equivalent test in the target
language that is functionally equivalent to the original psychometric test’s intended meaning. To
establish equivalence, cross-cultural psychologists turn to CFA and SEM (Fischer & Karl, 2019).
Equivalence testing is a statistical comparison between the results of a native language
population and a target foreign language population. Researchers seek similar statistical results
in the way translated items perform in factorial loads and in the way conceptual models display
similar latent variable structures. This functional cross-cultural equivalence is essential if the
psychometric measure is going to measure the “same” psychological phenomena in the target
linguaculture as it is measured in the original linguaculture (Butcher & Han, 1996; Tsai et al.,
2021).
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In private discussions with psychologists and researchers, I have been often told that if
cross-cultural equivalence is not achieved, tests are either wholly discarded, remade with items
that perform better, or are statistically manipulated until the translation is useable.
Cultural Psychology
Culture is intertwined with the way humans think and it ought to be imperative to any
attempt at human study, hence cultural psychology. According to Richard Shweder (1999, p. 1)
“Cultural psychology is the study of the way cultural traditions and social practices regulate,
express, transform, and permute the human psyche.” Cultural psychology stands apart from
cross-cultural psychology. In particular, cultural psychology pushes against the universality that
is assumed in cross-cultural psychology; concepts of human experiences are often described in
relativistic terms in cultural psychology (Shweder & Bourne, 1982). “Cultural psychology is the
study of the ways subject and object, self and other, psyche and culture, person and context,
figure and ground, practitioner and practice live together, require each other, and dynamically,
dialectically, and jointly make each other up” (Shweder, 1999, p. 1). In this way, culture
interplays with each person and is informed by each person within the given culture. People live
within intentional worlds. In other words, people live in words made of “stuff” and “things” that
have no natural reality apart from the “intentional states (beliefs, desires, emotions, etc.) directed
at them and by them” (Shweder, 1999, p. 2) Cultural psychology is the study of these intentional
worlds, looking to and examining intentional artifacts that constitute and are constituted by
cultures.
Cultural psychologists tend to be more wary and skeptical of translating tests, and
especially in making comparisons because tests can ignore or mischaracterize cultural
differences. Cultural differences are misunderstood because the contexts, content, and meaning
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that make up cultures becomes eliminated, standardized, or kept under control in the pursuit of
observing a transcendental nature of the human psychological central processor (Shweder, 1999).
In other words, the rich data content that ought to help understand culture and in turn human
psychology, is seen as too murky and subsequently replaced by the traditional, quantitative, and
statistical methodology in researching culture (Shweder, 1999). This difficult data is what can
truly help researchers understand human psychology as it examines subtle but powerful details
that can be overlooked in mainstream research methodology. This difficult data shows how
culture is integral to human psychology. As such, cultural researchers find it frustrating that rich
but difficult data is often overlooked by some cross-cultural psychologists who opt for quicker
survey results. The dismissal or lack of awareness of tricky cultural data also further contributes
to the mainly western predominance in social science
In a pivotal critique of cultural research, cultural psychologists Henrich et al., (2010a)
pointed out that there is a sampling and methodology problem in the social sciences. They
asserted that psychological research often turns to sampling that reflects a very narrow
substratum of human cultures. WEIRD (Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and
Democratic) societies dominate a vast majority of the social scientific literature in sampling,
theory, and methodology (Henrich et al., 2010a). Research based on WEIRD populations is often
used to generalize and universalize the human experience for the scientific community. WEIRD
research results in psychological researchers taking the cultural particular aspects of a WEIRD
ethnopsychology, with the contours of the English language and the theoretical underpinnings of
Western traditions, to generalize about all other populations around the globe.
Experimental findings from several disciplines indicate considerable variation among
human populations in diverse domains, such as visual perception, analytic reasoning,
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fairness, cooperation, memory and the heritability of IQ. This is in line with what
anthropologists have long suggested: that people from Western, educated, industrialized,
rich and democratic (WEIRD) societies — and particularly American undergraduates —
are some of the most psychologically unusual people on Earth. (Henrich et al., 2010b, p.
29)
Henrich et al. (2010b) remark that this unrecognized generalization and predominance in
the research leads to fields making costly mistakes, such as in the case of economists assuming
that one culture’s way of setting wages and work expectations do not translate over into other
cultures, which causes economists to lose out on markets they don’t understand from a cultural
level. Henrich et al. (2010a) propose that all good social scientists and researchers ought to
recognize the western predominance in the research and not assume universalism. American
psychology in particular draws on ethnopsychology to dictate the constructs in psychological
theory, research, and discovery (Wierzbicka, 1989) and many cultures look to American
psychology as the gold standard. As a result, this WEIRD ethnopsychology has become nearly
hegemonic in English-language psychology and researchers are unaware of its situatedness or
cultural bias.
This research pushes back against WIERD ethnopsychology by centering a Korean
psychological construct, namely, nunchi. As a step further this research examines nunchi
anthropologically, through ethnography, which sets this research apart as something both
methodologically and theoretically against WEIRD ethnopsychology. Centering nunchi
culturally through anthropological methods stands in stark contrast to the massive exporting of
American ethnopsychological constructs (via translation) to other linguacultural settings. This
work might also help shed some light on aspects of that translation process that are often missed.
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Studying cultures using our own ethnocentric psychological concepts when we know very little
about the other culture or how our concepts might not map onto theirs makes it difficult to see
the cultural issues that comes with WEIRD approaches. If researchers fail to see the issues, then
the researchers may miss out on important cultural findings that would make their research much
more interesting and compelling by the culturally rich data. An anthropological approach allows
us to see why these concepts may or may not be appropriate to use in different cultures.
Centering the Korean psychological concept of nunchi anthropologically flips the usual script of
study and forces us to attempt to understand nunchi as our Korean experts and insiders
understand nunchi.
Psychometrics Critiques and Alternatives
It is apparent to many researchers that surveys and tests are not currently the only
approaches for studying psychology, nor were they fundamentally the best fit for studying
human psychology; some would argue that there are better methods such as descriptive
methodology over explanatory ones. (see e.g., Dilthey, 1989, 2012). Some have voiced concerns
about operationalization There have been a number of critiques levied against the use of
psychometric measure, including the following: operationalization as overly positivistic (e.g.,
Prus, 1990); the unresolvable circularity of operationalization (e.g., Roskam, 1989); the social or
cultural bias of psychometric instruments (e.g., Buchanan & Finch, 2014); the western centricity
of psychometric tests (e.g., Buchanan & Finch, 2014; Raykov & Marcoulides, 2011). Tests were
developed out of a field of psychology that was perhaps ill-equipped for unpacking and
understanding culture. The alternatives to mainstream psychological research methodologies are
each distinct and ever-growing (see e.g., Packer, 2017; Slife et al., 2005). Some psychologists
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have begun to address some of these cultural issues through anthropological and cultural
methodology.
One way of anthropologically approaching cultural concepts is through ethnographic
research (Packer, 2017). It is not unheard of to see ethnographic data being used to shape and
critique psychometric translation processes but it far from a common practice (see e.g., Ware et
al., 2003). In a study done by Maddox et al., (2015) anthropologists were employed in helping to
develop psychometric scale items that were intended to study the adult literacy of people on the
Gobi plains. In their work they coined an approach called ethnographic-psychometrics or
psychometric-ethnographics, depending on disciplinary background. In this approach,
researchers observed participants take an adult literacy test and then discussed with participants
the cultural relevancy of each item, as the participants answered each item. Along with this, they
spent two weeks making cultural observations that related to the test. They assessed the cultural
relevance of each item. Ultimately, they decided that ethnographic approaches indeed help to
explain why items on psychometrics perform the way they do based on cultural observations. It
became evident to them why items were culturally relevant or not. This practice is quite novel
but is a deeply powerful way to assess how items on a psychometric scale can be designed in
more culturally appropriate ways. Psychometric-ethnographics is one of the methods that I will
be employing in this thesis.
Linguistic Relativity
The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis proposes the idea that language shapes the way humans
perceive reality, think, and navigate experiences in many ways. Many modern examples of
linguistic relativity have emerged in social science: colors and the way we see them are
influenced by language (e.g., Conklin, 1955); language plays a role in the way humans retain
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color memory (Lucy & Shweder, 1979, 1988); visual experiences are influenced by linguistic
systems used to describe them (Lucy, 1997a); thoughts and the ways people think, cognition, are
shaped by language, as influenced by culture (Lucy, 1997b). Perception of reality could be
shaped by the languages that frame them (Whorf, 2012). From these examples, researchers ought
to ask whether psychometric tests are beholden to linguistic relativity. Linguistic relativity may
affect the way participants from a target culture understand items that are given to them on a
psychometric survey when compared to other target cultures. The anthropological tradition has
been well-equipped to tackle the culturally specific nature of concepts and it has long been
grappling with problems inherent to translation, such as in the case of Benjamin Lee Whorf and
Edward Sapir on linguistic relativity and Franz Boas on alternating sounds.
Cartography of Untranslatable Words
Lomas (2018) has shown that translating psychological concepts are not a as
straightforward, clear, or simple as many would suggest. He introduces what he refers to as
“untranslatable words” which he defines as “words which lack an exact equivalent in one’s own
language… [words that don’t] appear to have an “exact match” that renders [them]
untranslatable in common parlance” (Lomas, 2018, p. 17). Untranslatable words are “lexemes
which lack an exact equivalent in one’s own language” (Lomas, 2018, p. 485). Lomas asserts
that social sciences ought to seek out and tackle understanding these untranslatable words allows
us to better see where we have cultural blind spots. Some words can be translated using more
than one word in the form of descriptions, but in some cases, some words are truly untranslatable
such as in the case of chakras or qi. Lomas argues that these two terms are essentially nonexistent outside of their respective languages and are not understandable without giving a longer
description with plenty of explaining of what they mean in their cultural context. “Language
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does not only map worlds but may even create or constitute dimensions of these worlds (i.e.,
populating these worlds with new phenomena)” (Lomas, 2018, p. 486). Finding these
untranslatable, or at the least difficult to translate, words help researchers and academics to see
how languages influence the way people, of differing cultural inclinations, carve up the world,
and how we understand those differences (see e.g., Herder, 1966; Sapir, 1929; Whorf, 1940).
Some concepts like sati are replaced by loan words like mindfulness but, Lomas argues,
those loan words do not often carry the same meaning as the original concept. Lomas asserts that
sati carries deeper affective meaning that stems from Buddhist tradition, where mindfulness is
too cognitive and cerebral. Where mindfulness does not denote, sati denotes compassion,
pondering in the heart, and interplaying with dharma (a complex term connotated with laws,
truth, and teachings) (Lomas, 2018) Sati has adapted and changed intricately over time, with a
rich spiritual community that is constant discussion about its meaning, whereas mindfulness is
more of a psychological therapeutic practice that doesn’t represent the same things found in sati
(Lomas, 2018). In some cases, nunchi has already been conflated with terms like social
awareness and emotional awareness (Hong, 2019; Yim, 2017).
To better understand these concerns, which I will introduce through the ethnographic data
in a later section, we must first understand what nunchi is as a Korean psychosocial concept and
how it plays into this greater psychometric translation discussion. By extension, this present
study offers a glimpse into how nunchi constitutes and is constituted by a Korean cultural world.
By studying nunchi anthropologically and breaking down the NS in the light of ethnographic
data, we might determine the untranslatability of nunchi. Nunchi may be untranslatable like
many other psychosocial concepts. Nunchi has not been experienced in the cultural-
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psychological experience of non-Korean U.S. culture. Nunchi is not part of the mainstream
American cultural psychosocial cartography.
Nunchi
Nunchi is a subtle but pervasive part of Korean culture. As I will show in what follows, it
is not easy to translate into the English language and hence is a good example of one of Lomas’
“untranslatable” concepts. Nunchi describes how people in Korean culture interact with one
another to maintain social harmony and preserve a good social atmosphere in any given
situation. It is in part behavioral, part psychological, and part social. Hong (2019) describes
nunchi as follows:
Nunchi [is] the subtle art of gauging other people’s thoughts and feelings to build
harmony, trust, and connection… Nunchi is the art of instantly understanding what
people are thinking and feeling, in order to improve… relationships in life. [Nunchi
involves] continuously recalibrating [one’s] assumptions based on any new word,
gesture, or facial expression, so that [one is] always present and aware. (Hong, 2019, p.
2)
In trying to understand nunchi several English words and phrases are offered up, but none
quite adequately translate what nunchi is. For context, some of those words and phrases include
(Lee-Peuker, 2004; Robertson, 2019a; Robinson, 1996):
•

Tactfulness

•

Subtlety

•

Sensitivity

•

Courtesy

•

Discretion
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•

Susceptibility

•

Perceptiveness

•

Mind reading

•

Power of observation

•

To have an eye for social situations

•

To know which way the wind goes

•

The ability to sum up the situation

•

Putting oneself in someone else’s thoughts and feelings

•

Aligning actions with others
In the New York Time’s bestselling novel Re Jane, a Korean-American spin on Jane

Eyre, Patricia Park wrote about nunchi quite extensively. Her words confirm much of the same
issue with translating nunchi into English.
They had the usual exchange—“No, no trouble at all, you and Mary’s mother must be so
worried.” “Eh, what can you do?”—before my uncle turned his head sharply, shooting
me a look. I thanked Mrs. Bae. He shot me another look—that was my cue to go get her
some fruit, on the house. And none of the cheap stuff.
That was the power of nunchi. There’s no word for it in English; perhaps its closest literal
translation is “eye sense.” My friend Eunice Oh sometimes likened nunchi to the Eye of
Sauron: an all-knowing stink eye that monitored your every social misstep. Other times
she said it was like the Force, a way of bending the world to your will. But Eunice had an
annoying tendency of bringing everything back to Star Wars or Star Trek, Tolkien or
Philip K. Dick. For me nunchi was less about some sci-fi power and more about common
sense. It was the ability to read a situation and anticipate how you were expected to
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behave. It was filling your elder’s water glass first, before reaching for your own. The
adults at church always said that good nunchi was the result of a good “family education.
(Park, 2016, p. 3)
Here we can see the difficulty that a talented Korean-American novelist has in succinctly
articulating and translating what nunchi is. Nunchi is seen in the looks that people in Korean
culture give to each other. It an observant eye that monitors social missteps. It appears to
outsiders to be an almost magical social exchange that gets people what they want without
having to say a word, but it is an expected and highly regular attention and behavioral attending
to subtle cues. Attention and attending to others through subtlety is key. It is also a common
sense. It is an ability that people in Korean culture use to understand situations and anticipate
correct behaviors. In Park’s description we see many different elements of nunchi both
behavioral and psychological, active and passive, proactive and reactive, and positive and
negative.
It is most often difficult to describe what nunchi is in English because there are no perfect
equivalents. Understanding nunchi requires contextualizing and framing it as it is embedded
within specific situations in Korean day-to-day life. This cultural embeddedness is crucial to
even discussing the psychological and cultural aspects of nunchi and by extension, assessing the
applicability of a translated nunchi scale on non-Korean cultures. Having good nunchi, being
able to quickly and correctly assess nunchi of others, and then acting in a way that is correct is
seen as a positive trait in Korean culture. People who exhibit good nunchi are seen as wellcomposed and savvy individuals, and because of this, Korean psychology and therapy have
sought to study nunchi to improve the well-being of people in Korean culture. It has been
suggested that there are strong links between social awareness and nunchi (Robertson, 2019a). I
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will describe those later in the section discussing the NS, but for sake of argument nunchi seems
to correlate with many psychological concepts that would tie in traditionally with well-being.
Bunwigi and Nunchi
In order to understand nunchi, particularly in its less intimate and more public forms,
bunwigi (분위기) is. important. Bunwigi is translated often into ‘atmosphere,’ as in the social
atmosphere of any given space. In English this may be related to being tactful, being able to
‘read between the lines,’ ‘read the room,’ ‘feel the mood,’ or ‘catch the vibe,’ in any given social
space; bunwigi refers to the “mood of the room” or “the vibe of a social space.”
The relationship between bunwigi and nunchi, can also be likened to other East Asian
concepts like the Japanese kuuki o yomu (空気を読む, “to read the air”) and Chinese yan se (眼
色, “eye color”). In Japanese culture ‘reading the air’ is related to reading a social atmosphere,
mood, or context with indirect cueing or communication, which is then followed by considerate
behavior (see e.g., Chen et al., 2013; Hamamoto, 2017). Yan se in Chinese culture is often used
to describe being able to read a room, where when they say that if one “has eye color” (有眼色,
you yan se), then that person has the ability to read a social situation, whereas if they say one
“lacks eye color,” (没眼色, mei yan se “blind eye color’) then that person is unable. All of these
are quite possibly a similar experience or perhaps a similar construct that is not seen in the West,
and accordingly could be part of what is referred to as high-context communication as opposed
to low-context communication (see e.g., Gudykunst et al., 1996). Bunwigi and nunchi could be
somewhat understood as another form of high-context communication as seen in Korean culture
at the basic level.
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In our own ethnographic data bunwigi is often an integral part to nunchi. People in
Korean culture seek to assess the bunwigi so as to inform their nunchi.
Nunchi often does not have anything to do with whether or not someone did anything
wrong. Instead, it is about the atmosphere (atmosphere is related to bunwigi in this case,
but there is a difference. Bunwigi acts in a more passive and subtle way) of the room. If a
person is acting in a way that goes against that atmosphere and knows it, he or she will
almost certainly feel nunchi. Whether it is a case where a person is not wearing a mask in
a room where everyone is, or it is someone taking a seat in a half-empty room where
three people wanted to sit, the person who is alone will feel nunchi because they are
alone more so then because they are doing something wrong. (Fieldnotes, 2020)
Trying to read bunwigi, or the atmosphere of a room, is understandable to an American
context, but it is perhaps not so highly expected or anticipated in American culture as it is in
Korean culture. People in Korean culture often are expected to not only have good nunchi, but
they are also expected to be quick and efficient at reading the social atmospheres around them.
Failing to read bunwigi and use nunchi accordingly often results in minor or major social
sanctions. There is not the same sort of unique emphasis to do so for people in American culture,
which is a reason why nunchi can’t be merely understood as social awareness or empathy.
Nunchi can function devoid of empathy. Social awareness in American culture does not require
one to read social atmospheres in the same sense that it is required of nunchi. In American
culture, one can be socially aware but not necessarily understand the social atmosphere of a room
in an American sense, but in order to have nunchi of any kind, one must be able to read the
bunwigi or social atmosphere of social spaces in the Korean sense.
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Social Awareness & Emotion Awareness vs. Nunchi
To understand the need for studying nunchi we need to further disentangle and
differentiate nunchi from other similar psychosocial competencies that have already been
established in the literature. Social awareness is often used as a substitute for nunchi (Robertson,
2019b). Social awareness is defined as “mental events in which one forms mental representations
of either oneself or another person” (Sheldon, 1996). Social awareness is often egocentric, in that
it is an awareness of one’s place in a social situation, and nunchi appears more sociocentric,
where the focus is on others in each social setting. Social awareness relates to empathy,
emotional intellect, and other various psychosocial capacities that are geared towards helping a
person to perceive and mentally simulate what it would be like for any person to be in various
social situations. Nunchi is not interchangeable with social awareness, but nunchi can be
considered somewhat related to social awareness in that both are culturally manifested ways of
trying to be aware of social environments. That is where the similarities end.
In western psychosocial research there are measures and tests used to study social
awareness, like the Social Awareness Inventory (SAI), which measures the crossing between the
dimensions of target (self/other) with perspective (own/other’s) and content (overt appearance
and covert experience; Sheldon, 1996). This scale looks at how an individual may understand the
perspectives of another person and how individuals feel they are expressing themselves to other
people. This scale seems to be trying to also measure empathy, whereas the NS does not. Nunchi
does seem to relate to the overarching concept of social awareness, but scales like the SAI could
not be replaced by the NS or vice versa. Social awareness scales, developed culturally different
contexts than the NS, would not be able to capture nunchi correctly in participants along the
same cultural lines of the NS. Nunchi has many subtle cultural differences. Nunchi does not
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require you to imagine yourself in another person’s shoes in the same way empathy or social
awareness seem to dictate. It requires a high level of indirectness. It is much more of an
expectation in Korean culture than social awareness is in American culture. It is just about being
able to read subtle cues that indicate the desires and intentions of others.
According to multiple studies, there is a preferential complexity in the awareness of
others’ emotions, situations, thoughts, and intents that appear to be emphasized differently by
culture (Grossmann & Ellsworth, 2017). The way nunchi approaches being socially aware varies
in emphasis and values from social awareness scales like the SAI. Along with this, a surface
level comparison of the SAI and NS shows a few fundamental differences between nunchi and
social awareness. SAI focuses on mental abilities, reflections, and states, with an empathetic
focus. The NS accounts for these in part, but without the necessity of empathy.
Many may still assert that “empathy” is a reasonable translation of nunchi, but Hong
argues that the two are fundamentally different. Hong’s The Power of Nunchi: The Korean
Secret to Happiness and Success outlines the differentiation between empathy and nunchi.
Empathy and nunchi stand in contrast despite any overlapping. Empathy can inhibit nunchi
(Hong, 2019). Empathy often dictates mentally stepping into the mind of another who is to feel
the effects of that other person, whereas nunchi is not so demanding, does not involve being
mentally immersed into another’s state of emotion, and does not require feeling with the other
person in their feelings (Hong, 2019).
Emotional Intelligence (E.I.) has also been proposed as a rough equivalent of nunchi
adeptness (Kromer, 2017). E.I. often denotes the ability to process, appraise, and understand the
emotions of self and others. Nunchi is not exclusively an understanding of emotional states.
Nunchi involves reading subtle communication and responding appropriately to the intentions of
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others; unlike ranking high in E.I., good nunchi is not about recognizing emotional states of
others with severe accuracy, nunchi is about reading subtlety (Robertson, 2019a).
Just as social awareness is a key element to functioning socially in most, if not all,
societies, social awareness is especially crucial in Korean society and nunchi acts as the
psychological faculty to both perceive and adapt to social situations correctly. In Korean culture,
nunchi is the way one is socially aware. Nunchi dictates the how to behave appropriately and
adequately in accordance with society around them. it is important to separate and make clearer
the distinctions between nunchi and social awareness, empathy, E.I., and other relative
terminology. Nunchi is not merely interchangeable with western terms, English terms. If nunchi
is not directly translatable to these preestablished concepts, then demarcating nunchi with
cultural data is imperative. Subsequently, exploring this potentially unique but related concept
would allow for more conducive scientific usage of nunchi and more productive discussion in the
literature as to nunchi’s applications in social science.
The Nunchi Scale
The Nunchi Scale (NS) was developed by Jae-Hong Heo and Won-Ju Park in 2013, as a
replacement for a nunchi sensitivity scale from two decades prior (see Choi & Choi, 1990 for the
previous nunchi sensitivity scale). It was hoped that the Nunchi Scale would allow Korean
psychologists to understand the relationship nunchi had to subjective well-being in Korean
society in a way that other measures were not able to (Heo & Park, 2013). Originally, Heo and
Park (2013) considered 189 items for the NS which were then reduced to the 12 through testing
that are used today.
According to Heo and Park (2013), previous attempts at measuring nunchi by Choi and
Choi (1990) established a concept where there was a gap between reality and the literature. The
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older nunchi sensitivity scale defined nunchi by focusing on the ‘reason why we see nunchi,’
rather than the ‘reason why people in Korean culture are forced to see ‘nunchi’.’ It sounds like
past attempts at nunchi struggled to encapsulate the forces that play into nunchi. Perhaps, these
included things like bunwigi, but they were not specified. Choi and Choi’s (1989, 1990) attempts
were also problematic for being tangled in other psychosocial concepts like comprehension,
awareness, and empathy, which as discussed earlier, do not translate to nunchi.
Heo and Park (2013) also acknowledged that the research from Choi and Choi (1989) had
difficulty in differentiating the levels of nunchi because both ‘having nunchi’ and ‘acting
according to nunchi’ were included in ‘reason why people see nunchi.’ Heo and Park (2013)
noted further that trying to differentiate between having nunchi and behaving according to
nunchi is difficult because they saw both aspects within the aspect of seeing or perceiving
nunchi. Nunchi appears to have multiple facets that can at times blur. These facets will be
discussed later, but it is important to understand that making a scale to measure nunchi is
difficult because of the interrelatedness of each aspect within the nunchi concept. Likewise,
research by Heo et al. (2012). highlighted some issues in defining nunchi:
[Nunchi is defined as] being able to analyze well and act appropriately. ‘Having nunchi’
or ‘being fast with nunchi’ is considering a high level of nunchi and ‘not having nunchi’
is defined as ‘being unable to analyze and fail to act accordingly’ which is considered a
low level of nunchi. This puts the two concepts on opposite ends of the spectrum. Also,
‘seeing nunchi’ is a characteristic that appears when an individual analyzes the other
person’s mind or the situation’s atmosphere but fails to act appropriately due to cold feet.
In this regard, ‘seeing nunchi’ …can be classified as a different concept than having
nunchi or not having nunchi. (Heo & Park, 2013, p. n.a.)
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From their original estimations, nunchi seemed to be dichotomous which is probably a
reason for why Heo and Park elected to break the NS into two latent variables, namely nunchi
awareness and nunchi behaviors. These researchers saw feeling/seeing nunchi as a behavior
rather than some sort of internal perception, but that feeling/seeing nunchi was not a part of the
concept of having nunchi which is what Heo and Park (2013) wished to measure with the NS. (It
is worth noting here that before we had a full translation of the text quoted above, we had
identified seeing/feeling nunchi, giving nunchi, no nunchi, fast nunchi, and having nunchi as
significant and distinct categories through our ethnographic data without knowledge of the other
studies’ efforts, as we had not fully translated their research prior to ethnographic analysis. This
collaborative identification and categorization provides us further confidence in our qualitative
findings, which will be found later in this paper.) We can see here that researchers who looked at
nunchi found it difficult to break apart for operationalization because of the interrelatedness
between each nunchi aspect.
The NS has been used further by Heo and by various other Korean researchers. In a study
following the conception of the NS, Heo conducted an experiment among 366 Korean college
students. Heo found that nunchi correlated positively with quality of life and well-being (Heo,
2016). In another study that examined 20 Korean nurses in their care settings with nunchi being
measured, it appeared that nunchi exhibited both positive and negative effects on clinical practice
(Park & An, 2019). Nunchi seemed to influence following social norms, confusion about
ambiguous behavioral standards, physical and psychological exhaustion, forming social attitudes,
and concern about getting hurt. There have been several other studies looking at the effects of
nunchi on nursing practices in Korea (see e.g., Park et al., 2020; Shin et al., 2020; Sim & Bang,
2019; Yang et al., 2020). Baek and Lee (2019) investigated the lives of 452 Korean adolescent
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athletes found that nunchi, as measured by the NS, positively correlates with good interpersonal
relationships. They further found that nunchi acts as mediator between collectivism and strength
of interpersonal relationships. Nunchi has also shown evidence to correlate with self-construal
and social anxiety (Song & Park, 2009). As a result of these studies, the NS has become a
normalized measure that has been shown to predict psychosocial well-being in Korea. There are
many other studies that utilize the NS and nunchi for psychological research (see e.g., Choi et al.,
2020; Hong & Bae, 2019; Kang & Shim, 2021; Kim et al., 2021).
Yim’s Nunchi Study
Jung Yeon Yim (2017) published a dissertation where she examined the usefulness of the
NS to measure nunchi, as it relates to social intelligence, wellness, emotional intelligence, and
other psychological concepts in an American context among both Caucasian and Korean
American participant groups. Yim hypothesized that social intelligence and nunchi would be
statistically correlated because she believed, “they are conceptually similar in their
operationalization,” but that emotional intelligence would have a positive relationship with
nunchi in Caucasian samples and a negative one in Korean-American samples because of
“conflicting cultural values regarding intrapersonal and interpersonal emotional processes (Yim,
2017, p. 27). Yim’s NS-YT positively correlated to social intelligence, emotional intelligence
(despite cultural background), and empathetic accommodation scales (see Yim, 2017, p. 52–56).
Yim translated the NS to an English version (which I will refer to as the NS-YT or Nunchi Scale
Yim Translation) through her own bilingual and bicultural background as an American Korean
which they then had back translated by another Korean American for translation clarity. Yim’s
research serves as an example of the typical directionality in cross-cultural research and
psychometric translation tradition, namely that researchers take cultural concepts and tests,
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translate them, establish statistical reliability and validity, and then draw conclusions in
correlation with other concepts or about cross-cultural performance.
Yim broke apart the NS similarly to Heo and Park (2013) into the two latent variables
“interpersonal awareness” (i.e., nunchi awareness) and “empathetic accommodation” (i.e.,
nunchi behaviors). Yim also established good models of fit similar to the original NS which will
be included in the survey data section. Yim also found positive correlations between the NS-YT
and satisfaction with life and subjective happiness scales (β = .28, p = .000 for both) along with a
negative correlation between the NS-YT and psychological distress (β = -.22, p = .001) and
interpersonal problems scales (β = -.32, p = .001; β = -.39, p = .000) (Yim, 2017, p.58). In her
conclusion, Yim discussed the issues with the original NS and recommended dropping items 5
and 7 from the scale. This was not quite the same statistical issues that we ran into in our own
study, which can be seen in the data analysis section below. Yim collected 102 Korean-American
and 241 Caucasian college-aged participants. Further Yim found statistical evidence to suggest
that NS-YT scores were similar between both sample groups (Nunchi – IA: t (341) = .97, p =
.34, Nunchi – EA: t (341) = .12, p =.91, and Nunchi: t (341) = .68, p = .50). Yim suggests that
neither group performed dissimilarly on the NS-YT, therefore Caucasian Americans and Korean
Americans performed comparably similar when it comes to nunchi. This is problematic. We
must examine whether an English version of the NS is carrying over the same cultural meaning
for nunchi that is embedded in Korean culture when it is used in a non-Korean context.
Yim acknowledged that in the NS-YT English translation, “some subtle meanings may
not have been reflected,” which gives further reason to study those subtle meanings that are
found in nunchi through cultural, ethnographic examinations. By studying those subtleties, we
can determine with better confidence whether an English form of the NS can be used on an
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American population in the same way the NS is used on a Korean one, or whether it ought to be
used at all. In the case of this research, based on my analysis of ethnographic data, I argue that
nunchi is not easily translatable into English because the cultural context of English-speakers
tends to be very different from Korean culture. Those subtleties of nunchi that Yim references
become lost when the NS is translated into English.
Yim’s study on nunchi is a prime example of cross-cultural psychology, that may have
overlooked the cultural psychology side of things. From a cultural perspective nunchi appears to
be a unique concept to Korean culture, and yet Yim’s findings support the idea that it does work
in American context. Here we find a dissonance of findings that on the one side, cultural
psychologists and Korean experts would assert that nunchi is not understandable in an American
context and subsequently that the NS would struggle to work, where on the other side crosscultural psychologists like Yim would assert that it does work, and that through statistical
analysis, it is a useful psychometric that studies nunchi in America. To understand this
dissonance better and find resolution to the two sides of this discussion, this study aimed to see if
the NS could be translatable and usable, utilizing established statistical practice in cross-cultural
psychology. Nunchi was simultaneously examined through anthropological methods namely
ethnography and interview for its cultural relativity. By using both techniques and comparison
between the two, it became increasingly apparent that an item-by-item analysis would be needed
and a bit of linguistic glossing to precisely parse whether nunchi could be measured in the
American context in a functionally similar way to the Korean context. Using an array of
methodology from cross-cultural psychology, anthropology and cultural psychology, and
linguistics enabled us to better understand how the NS works in the American linguaculture.
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Methods, Analysis, & Results
As part of an ongoing project for the Brigham Young University Korean Anthropology
lab, various researchers and I explored this nunchi through ethnographic data, while also
engaging in the process of translating the NS scale into English. We hoped to explore how well
the NS-ET captures the psycho-social phenomena described by the NS. To do so, four distinct
studies were conducted to provide a comparison of nunchi in Korean culture, and in the NS, as
compared to in the NS-ET. The data collection and analysis were done with significant help from
the Korean researchers on our research team. This section will discuss the following four studies
that will be presented in this thesis:
1. Surveys using the NS-ET and statistical analysis of the results
2. Ethnographic observation and interviews
3. Item-by-item content analysis
4. Interlinear glossing of NS items.
Before discussing each study, it is important to understand the translation process that
was undertaken to create the NS-ET.
Nunchi Scale Translation Process
The translation of the NS-ET utilized a method that incorporated various translation and
back-translation processes as well as focus group interviews. These are all approaches that have
been described by others as desirable approaches for creating translations of psychometrics
(Brislin, 1970; Peña, 2007; Wild et al., 2005). In the first phase, a native Korean researcher
provided an initial English version of the NS (NS-ET-A). Three other native Korean researchers,
who are fluent in both English and Korean back-translated the NS-ET-A into Korean (NS-ET-B,
NS-ET-C, and NS-ET-D), which were compared to the original NS. These were reviewed, and
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then the NS-ET-A was revised for better English coherency by different researchers whose first
language was English. This first phase is illustrated in the first frame of Figure 2. The second
phase consisted of creating parallel English translations (NS-ET-E and NS-ET-F) that were done
separately from the translation and back-translation process, for comparison to the NS-ET-A.
This was done by two Korean-speaking, native American researchers. The third phase consisted
of reviewing all translations, back-translations, and alternate translations through group meetings
and comparison tables (see second phase in Figure 2). As part of the third phase (see frame 3 in
Figure 2), each researcher and research assistant involved was interviewed to review each
translation process and all translations and back-translations were compared. Lastly, all
researchers and research assistants involved met together to make a final revised English
translation that took into consideration all elements and concerns with all previous translation
and back-translation efforts.
Figure 2
Nunchi Scale English Translation Process
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In order to reach a final translation, several meetings were held to discuss the issues and
complications in the translation process. Most items faced several difficulties and the translation
finished in varying opinions about which translation was best.
Regarding the final translation, the researchers involved felt that it did not quite capture
nunchi in the same way as the original scale, but everyone felt that the final NS-ET was as good
of an English translation as they could get. We analyzed this process of translation and
considered some of the challenges of translating the Korean psychosocial concept of nunchi into
English. The research team felt confident that the translation was clear enough that the form of
the items would be understood by English speakers, yet they felt that the culturally embedded
meaning of nunchi was not fully present in the NS-ET, and so the content of each item may not
reflect nunchi in the way the original NS would. In finalizing the NS-ET, a final review was
made with all comparisons in mind and a slight revision was made to make sure items felt
consistent, before we tested the items’ performances. The research team concluded that the NSET was a “good enough” translation of the NS and the NS-ET could possibly measure nunchi,
but researchers were unable to identify precisely what the shortcomings of the scale were and so
further examination would be needed to document what these shortcomings were.
Study 1: Survey Data
After the NS-ET was selected by the group, I set up survey data collection through
various software designed for quickly obtaining high quality anonymous research participation.
Amazon Mturk was the main software used to collect participants. Our participants were pooled
from Mturk workers. Workers perform “hits” which are tasks that Mturk requesters pay for. In
this case, we set up a hit where we compensated Mturk workers to participate in our survey.
Qualtrics was used to organize and administer the survey and collect consent. The survey
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consisted of the NS-ET, demographic questions, and an embedded secret coding system that
allowed workers to be paid. The secret code generator was set up and organized by
CloudResearch, which also provided services that blocked bot entries, ensured higher quality
respondents with 90% or better completion records, and maintained the payout approval system.
Each participant was compensated manually after review, and all participants were compensated.
We obtained 298 responses within 9 hours and 8 minutes. The time limit was based on a
set budget, and then the data collection was closed after the limit had been reached. From those
responses, we were able to process 290 entries that were both filtered for attention and
completion. 8 responses were not included in the data set because they were not attentively
filling out the survey. To filter for attention, a dummy item (item number 7) was inserted in the
middle of the Nunchi Scale, which asked respondents to mark “somewhat agree,” if they were
paying attention to the survey. Those who marked correctly were filtered as attentive in the
survey and their data was used.
NS-ET Survey
After collecting 290 participants, through the use of Mturk, CloudResearch, and
Qualtrics, we analyzed the data through R-coding to test factor analysis for the latent variables
and find the model of fit. We proceeded in a standard contemporary cross-cultural analysis (see
e.g., Fischer & Karl, 2019) to find a model of fit for our study and then compare it to the original
comparative fit index (CFI), Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), and root mean square error of
approximation (RMSEA), which the original NS study had provided. We performed
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) as did Heo and Park (2013) per their original conception of
the NS. CFA is often the modern standard for cross-cultural equivalence testing for tests when
translated from one language to another (see e.g., Fischer & Karl, 2019), as it provides
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psychologists statistical models of fit to compare how items perform from one version to
another, and from one model to another.
Descriptive Statistics
Of our 298 participants, the mean age was 42.35 (SD = 12.44). Gender that participants
identified as were 46.13% male, 53.20% female, and 0.67% other. Average education was 1.35%
less than high school, 12.84% high school graduate, 29.39% some college or an associate degree,
36.15% bachelor’s degree, and 20.27% master’s degree or higher. Average annual family income
was heavier towards the wealthier side with 23.91% of participants reporting to make more than
$100,000.00. These statistics demonstrate that our sample comes from quite a wide variety of
people.
As it pertains to self-identified race or ethnicity, a significant portion of participants
reported to be White/Caucasian at 79.46%. African American was the second largest category at
7.41%, followed by Asian at 5.72%, Hispanic at 4.38%, Multiracial at 2.02% and Native
American and Pacific Islander both at 0.00%. This is a significant statistic because it implies that
most participants, almost 80%, identified as White/Caucasian. This is quite a stark contrast to
Heo and Park’s original Nunchi Scale study where most were assumedly Korean native both
culturally and linguistically.
The original NS study (Heo & Park, 2013, p. 11) reported that the “the confirmatory
factor analysis was conducted on 200 students enrolled in universities in the Seoul metropolitan
region and North Gyeongbuk Province during the first semester of 2013. 189 copies became
analysis material, excluding those who responded unfaithfully. There were 80 male students
(42.3%) and 109 female students (57.7%). The average age for male students was 22.6 years old
(SD = 2.6) and 22.3 years old for female students (SD = 3.1).” The demographics in the original
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were Korean students, and our NS-ET was conducted with mostly non-Korean American
participants. It should be noted that our sample was a bit different than the original sample
collected by Heo and Park (2013), where our sample was older and not only student populations.
NS-ET Results
The model of fit for the NS and NS-ET were comparable (see Table 1) and useable by
cross-cultural research standards in both CFI and TLI (see Bentler, 1990), where the NS and NSET were .942 and .953 respectively for CFI and .915 and .939 respectively for TLI, which were
around the .95 CFI and .95 TLI standards. The NS-ET CFI performed about .95 which is most
optimal when compared to the NS, but in any case, the NS-ET and NS both performed
comparably similarly. Both had strong RMSEA that fit well between the interval needed for
RMSEA (see Cudeck, 1993), at .081 and .80 respectively, with the NS-ET having a significant
RMSEA P-value (p < .001). As noted in Table 1, the NS and NS-ET perform quite similarly in
terms of model fitness, which implies, at least statistically that the NS was useable in the Korean
and Korean-speaking context where it was used and that the NS-ET could be used in an
American, English-speaking, context.
We utilized the same model structure as the original study. According to the original test
of the Korean Nunchi Scale, the psychometric was broken into two latent variables namely
awareness and behavior along with factor loadings for all items in relation to these two latent
aspects of nunchi (Heo & Park, 2013). Items 1-7 made up “awareness” and items 8-12 made up
“behavior.” We decided to do the same and from initial analysis we found the factor loadings,
without any covariance between items, to be very similar to the original and in some cases, they
tested even better than the original (see Table 2). From all traditional methods for establishing
model of fit, the NS and NS-ET perform comparatively similar and, in many cases, validate the
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semantic equivalence between the NS and NS-ET. Many cross-cultural researchers would be
eager to chalk this up as a successful translation at this stage and would probably undergo using
the scale to measure English-speaking populations to find patterns and correlations with other
tests. We were however not altogether surprised by the statistical findings, as we began to
suspect that the numbers weren’t showing the complete picture. Ethnographic and qualitative
data were needed to bring light to our concerns.
Table 1
Model Fit Statistics for Multi-item Measures Used in the Original NS and in the NS-ET
Model
Original Study (NS)

CFI

TLI

RMSEA

RMSEA p-value

SRMR

Nunchi Scale
Study 2 (NS-ET)

.942

.915

.081 [*]

*

*

NS-ET

.953

.939

.080 [.065, .095]

<.001

.057

NS-ET (without
covariation)

.916

.896

.105 [.091, .119]

<.001

.069

.97

*

.07 [.05, .09]

<.001

.05

Cross-cultural Replication
(NS-YT)
NS-YT (Caucasian)

NS-YT (Korean-American) .94
*
.09 [.05, .13]
=.002
.07
Note. Original Study, (N=189). Study 2, (N=290), Cross-Cultural Replication Study (N=102 for
Korean American participants and N=241 for Caucasian American participants). CFI =
Comparative Fit Index; TLI = Tucker-Lewis Index; RMSEA = Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation with lower- and upper-90 percent confidence intervals. SRMR = The
Standardized Root Means Square Residual *Some values were not available in original study.
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Table 2
Nunchi Scale Factor Loading for Original and Translated Version
Factor

Item Question
1

Factor Loading*
Korean English** English***

When I talk to other people, I am
.830
.835
quick to recognize their intentions.
2
I am good at understanding others'
.872
.851
intentions.
3
When others speak indirectly, I easily
.607
.756
understand what they mean.
4
I am quite good at quickly
Nunchi
.737
.832
Awareness
understanding what others want.
5
I am quite good at quickly
.683
.760
understanding how others feel.
6
When something is needed, I am first
.533
.666
to recognize the need.
7
I am good at catching the main points
.766
.673
that others are trying to tell me.
8
When I speak, I first consider the
situation and other peoples'
.736
.726
perspectives.
9
I am considerate of others.
.852
.668
Nunchi
10
When speaking or doing things, I
.713
.814
Behavior
always consider others’ emotions
11
I understand what others need, while
considering others' emotions and
.729
.846
situations.
12
I am careful not to make others
.648
.562
uncomfortable.
*P < 0.001 Factor Loading standardized by latent variable and variance of outcome
**Without covariance between items
***With covariance between items.

.776
.795
.754
.840
.790
.677
.697
.726
.642
.808
.861
.530

We noticed that the RMSEA was inflated (=.105), well above the original NS findings
(=.081), when the covariance between items were not accounted for. After checking the
modification indices (MI) and noticing that it was higher than acceptable levels, we then looked
at the items themselves and noted that items 1-7 had very similar wording and items 8-11 had
similar wording (see Table 2 for wording similarities). We then redid the analysis accounting for
covariance between items, as the items were so similar, to correct for the high MI and the
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inflated RMSEA. By doing so, this brought the RMSEA to a level similar to the original NS
data. Table 2 shows the factor loadings for both the original NS and then both with and without
between items covariance for the NS-ET. We are not aware if Heo and Park (2013) accounted
for covariance between items or not.
As it goes for each item, our American sample predominantly answered Somewhat Agree
or Strongly Agree to each answer (see Figure 3). For all items, Neither Agree or Disagree was
selected less than 30%, Somewhat Disagree was selected less than 15%, and Strongly Disagree
was selected less than 5% of the time across all participants. This would suggest to some
researchers that Americans would have decently good nunchi, as higher levels of agreement
indicate better nunchi in a given sample (see e.g., Heo & Park, 2013; Yim, 2017). There is a
distribution that skews towards Somewhat Agree (see Figure 4), and with the findings of Yim
(2017), where Korean Americans and Caucasian Americans both reported similarly, inferences
could be drawn to suggest that in some sense people of Korean culture and people of American
culture may be responding very similarly, skewed towards good nunchi as it were. Further
testing would be needed, but for now it seems that this may be the case.
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Figure 3
Translated Nunchi Scale Factor Loadings with Variances of Items and Covariance Between
Notable Items
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Figure 4
English Nunchi Scale Performance in American Sample

In many ways, the factor loadings are very similar between the original NS and the NSET, when covariances between items were included (see Table 2 and Figure 5 for comparison).
Items seemed to show loadings that are satisfactory (i.e., factor loadings ≥ .60 are considered
strong and factor loadings < .40 are considered weak; see e.g., Cabrera-Nguyen, 2010). Heo and
Park (2013) included items that performed at least > .50, and the NS-ET performed above that
threshold for every item both with and without covariance between items. From this we can infer
that the NS-ET seems to perform statistically similar to the NS when testing among non-Korean,
U.S. English speakers as it relates to factor loading.
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Figure 5
English Nunchi Scale Performance in American Sample Transposed to Each Item

In the English version, we also recorded and noted covariance between items and
variance of the items. Items 1 and 2 had a significant level of covariance between each other, in a
similar way to items 9 and 13 (see Figure 5). For items 1 and 2, both asked about the ability to
recognize intentions but with subtle differences in speed or valence or intention reading. Items 9
and 13 were a bit different, where item 9 asked about the level of consideration participants have
towards others and item 13 asked about participants’ carefulness to not make others
uncomfortable. In Figure 5 we also note that each latent variable variance was set to 1.00 for
both nunchi awareness and nunchi behavior, with a covariance of 0.67 between the two, which is
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above the acceptable level for a moderately well-performing psychometric. Variances for each
item can be seen below each item in Figure 5.
In conclusion, the models of fit compared well. The NS-ET, by modern standards of
cross-cultural psychological survey study, performed adequately enough to be able to use it and
draw inferences based on its use for further study. The factorial loadings of each item were well
within acceptable thresholds and the factor structure seemed to be stable across the translation
from the NS to the NS-ET. This would imply that the NS-ET can be used in an American
population by our statistical reckoning and that it can perform similarly to the original NS. Yet,
as we will show in the analysis below, notwithstanding this robustness of statistical measures, the
NS-ET may not be measuring nunchi in the same way as the NS, or even at all.
Study 2: Ethnographic Data
In order to provide contextually rich information about nunchi, we employed three native
Korean speakers to conduct ethnographic research on nunchi in Korea. Their task was to
document, record, and describe instances of nunchi as it occurred in daily life in Korea. Along
with this, many interviews and discussions were also recorded. Our research team spent a year
and a half studying, observing, and interviewing Korean people about nunchi, which allowed us
to document what nunchi means in Korean culture This ethnographic data provided a way to
compare what nunchi is in the daily life of people in Korean culture with how nunchi is
characterized in the NS-ET.
To understand nunchi qualitatively, we decided to code our data and search for themes
that emerged in the data and used MaxQDA 2020 to document these salient features of nunchi
that were evident in the observations and interviews. Following in the methodological tradition
of thematic analysis (see e.g., Braun & Clarke, 2012; Clarke & Braun, 2014; Guest et al., 2011;
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Kiger & Varpio, 2020; Swain, 2018). I approached the matter in a mixed approach of both a
priori thematic coding based upon existing nunchi literature and a posteriori coding that became
apparent as the data analysis progressed. In this way, the qualitative coding was “both a
precursor to, and an outcome of, the data analysis” (Swain, 2018, p. 7).
As such, the process involved 3 stages. I eventually settled on the following codes which
were derived from the ways that nunchi is used in Korean language: giving nunchi, feeling
nunchi, seeing nunchi, sensing nunchi, having nunchi, and no nunchi. These themes became
incredibly common in our observational and interview data and were then used as the
superordinate categories whereby other themes were coded. In the process of our research,
bunwigi (분위기) emerged as an important concept associated with nunchi. Bunwigi is often
described as the “atmosphere of the room” and operates as a sort of social atmosphere that one
perceives when in any given social space While our focus was not on bunwigi, this concept was
important for understanding nunchi. In the second stage, our ethnographic team compiled,
transcribed, translated, and reviewed observations from South Korea, while I coded them into the
system that was created prior to data-collection.
As a team, we met weekly to discuss the different features and aspects of nunchi in the
data sets and began to see emergent themes and coding, which led to the a posteriori coding.
Alongside myself, a few native and non-native Korean researchers re-coded the data from the
research lab. To help in making insightful decisions in the analysis process, we had both coders
outside and within Korea. Our native Korean researchers were vital to understanding the cultural
elements of nunchi and in the translation of the qualitative data. Although we did not statistically
assess intercoder agreement (ICA), we sought to establish this informally via meetings where we
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would discuss the issues and discoveries we were seeing in the coding. These discussions were
the basis for our reported findings.
Our researchers were trained in ethnographic research methods. Having multiple
researchers and participants along with multiple methodologies, in the form of semi-structured
interviews and participant observation, helped us to provide multiple perspectives for
understanding nunchi (see e.g., Guest et al., 2011).
In addition to these ethnographic observations of nunchi in Korean culture, I also
recorded, thematically coded, and analyzed the process of translation, producing what might be
called an ethnography of translation. Each step was video recorded, and these recordings were
then transcribed and coded into the same system as the rest of the ethnographic data gathered in
Korea. Although smaller in terms of number of pages of field notes than the ethnographic data
produced from observations in Korea, this ethnography of the translation process was incredibly
important for both examining the original NS and the way it was trying to measure nunchi.
Ethnographic Observations of Nunchi
Our ethnographic data was gathered by a smaller group of ethnographers and was
compiled between 2019 and 2021. We gathered 65 separate ethnographic accounts, (i.e.
participant observations; see e.g., Emerson et al., 2011; Packer, 2017). Beyond this we also
conducted 32 semi-structured interviews (see e.g., Packer, 2017) about nunchi, Covid-19, and
other psychosocial and cultural concepts that were relevant to the study. Most of our data was
gathered in South Korea, with a few instances of North American collection for comparison.
There are three main ways that nunchi is practiced, and all three of these are linguistically
encoded by the different verbs that are attached to nunchi in Korean to describe each different
way that nunchi is done. First, one can feel/see nunchi (눈치보다, nunchi boda), where one is
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actively feeling or perceiving the intentions of others. Second, one can give nunchi (눈치주다,
nunchi juda), meaning that one indicates, often subtly and indirectly, to others what one wants,
needs, or expects of other people. Thus, feeling nunchi (눈치보다, nunchi boda) involves
receiving the nunchi that others give (눈치주다, nunchi juda). Nunchi in this way becomes a
two-sided act that includes both giving and receiving social cues, unexpressed or indirect
intentions and expectations, and then subsequently responding appropriately to those
impressions.
Whereas the first two aspects of nunchi are relevant to this discussion, the Nunchi Scale
seems to be in reference to the third aspect of nunchi; simply put, having nunchi (눈치있다,
nunchi itda), is where one is said to have the capacity to anticipate the wants, needs, or
expectations of others. Note that giving and perceiving nunchi are integral to having nunchi, so
they are still relevant to the NS. Rather than nunchi being something given, exchanged, and
perceived, in this third form it is treated as a trait, capability, or a kind of social competence that
can be used to generally characterize a person or, more commonly, it is used as a way to indicate
that someone has acted in a particularly socially aware manner in a particular instance. To be
clear, giving and receiving nunchi are apart of having nunchi and helps define whether a person
has nunchi. The NS is measuring what amount of nunchi a participant has, and this is interwoven
in the process of giving and receiving nunchi. Thus I want to touch on each of these aspects and
explain a few other related parts of nunchi.
Just as a person can have nunchi, it is also possible for a person to not possess nunchi.
Not having nunchi (눈치없다, nunchi oepda) is when someone fails to perceive appropriate
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ways to behave that harmonize with the social situations surrounding them. Just as it is possible
to have no or less than adequate amounts of nunchi, it is also possible to have too much. When a
person is feeling/seeing too much nunchi (눈치를너무보다, nunchi reurneomu boda), the person
is seen as being overly sensitive or socially anxious, perhaps even paranoid.
Figure 6
Diagram of Feeling, Giving, and Having Nunchi

Having the correct balance of feeling nunchi and behaving accordingly is key to having
good nunchi. When a person achieves this balance and they are also very quick in demonstrating
nunchi that person is said to have fast nunchi (빠른 눈치, ppareun nunchi or 눈치 패러다,
nunchi paroda) or sense nunchi (센스눈치, senseu nunchi). A person can also understand and
notice the nunchi but not act or show that they are correctly receiving nunchi and understanding
it. Perceiving nunchi but ignoring the perception is known as being brazenfaced (얼굴에 철판,
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eorgur-e cheorpan), which is perceived as a negative anti-social sort of behavior in Korean
culture.
One of the reasons why nunchi is important in Korean culture is because people often do
not use “I” statements to express wants, needs or desires. Nunchi is essential to signal and
indicate these things to others. From this description, it should be clear that although the two
qualities of nunchi that the NS identified, behavioral and attentional, are part of nunchi, nunchi is
much more than just awareness levels and behaviors. To further illustrate this nuance of nunchi, I
would like to refer to some examples from our ethnographic data. This section will be organized
according to the superordinate themes that we identified in the data while also noting elements of
subthemes and other themes interlinked within giving nunchi, perceiving nunchi, and having
nunchi. In each fieldnote, many of these themes come up simultaneously. From the three
superordinate themes, we then found further subdivisions. This process was done over a period
of several months to a year between our Korean-speaking researchers, our supervising professor,
and me. Each code was reviewed and revised in group meetings where we discussed the
ethnographic data.
Giving and Receiving Nunchi
Often, giving nunchi and receiving nunchi can be described as a stressful or even
negative experience. Giving and receiving nunchi has been described using language that implies
being shot at or stabbed, as if with a firearm or weapon. “I shot her a look of nunchi, but [she]
pretended not to see… No [one] to shoot me nunchi daggers… [her] eyes darted up at me
through the rearview mirror, shooting me nunchi” (Park, 2016, pp. 8, 105, 221). This action of
giving nunchi, as a negative feeling experience, is often a corrective measure to ensure that
someone behaves in ways deemed appropriate by others in that social space. By cueing and
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indirect signaling, people in Korean culture try to correct the behaviors of others in a given social
space through this process of giving and receiving nunchi. Often it is an uncomfortable
experience. In the fieldnotes we saw this often.
As I frequently go to cafés to write field notes and transcribe interviews, I know what the
atmosphere regarding corona is in the cafés that I go to. For the past few months, the
overall mood had been rather lax, with people wearing masks when they came in and
taking it off when they got their drinks and sat down…
I coughed at a café… and noticed several people stare at me for a short time. I
was surprised as I never experienced anything like that before. I felt an incredible amount
of negative nunchi, immediately put on my mask, and actively tried not to cough or
sneeze again. The whole café seemed tenser, as I found that almost everyone was wearing
a mask, and people would give anyone who coughed or sneezed negative nunchi by
staring at them. (Fieldnotes, 2020)
As COVID-19 was present in Korea at the time of our research, we witnessed these
unique experiences where nunchi was expressed and interplayed with public perceptions of
COVID-19 and the mitigation of it. In the above, our researcher experienced a stressful situation
that is familiar to many during the COVID-19 pandemic, that of social pressure to conform to
health regulations. It is understandable outside of a Korean context, but it is unique here because
as Louis expresses, he tuned into and was very attentive to the mood or bunwigi of the room. To
further illustrate the discomfort of nunchi being given, here is a small encounter with a man who
was not wearing a mask.
I saw [a] man walking toward me. He was tall and seemed to be in his early 50s. He
caught my attention because I noticed as we got closer, that he was only wearing his
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mask up to his chin. I stared at him, and by the time we were about 10 feet away, he
noticed me. We made eye contact for about half a second, then he immediately fixed his
mask. He then avoided eye contact, but I could tell that he was still seeing nunchi because
of his awkwardness. For example, his back was straighter than before we made eye
contact, and although he was looking straight ahead, his eyes did not have focus. Other
subtle clues included suddenly clearing his throat and putting his hands in his pocket. The
whole situation lasted for about 2 seconds. …The process of giving and receiving nunchi
is often short and subtle. This makes it hard to fully take in and understand everything
that is going on. What further complicates things is that one cannot be sure if what
happened was a part of the “nunchi process” or something that happened randomly. For
example, some of the things that I thought were signs of the man feeling nunchi, such as
coughing, could really just have been a coincidence. (Fieldnotes, 2020)
It was remarked that the process of giving and receiving nunchi is often not so
straightforward and readily perceptible even by those who are taught to be sensitive to nunchi.
Giving nunchi often results in awkwardness and uneasiness. These tiny behaviors, expressions,
and subtleties are what constitute nunchi in practice. Our researcher described the discomfort
when he was asked to put on a mask in another scenario, and in this case the driver and
passengers of a bus were giving nunchi to him.
As the bus was approaching, I realized that I did not have a mask on. I panicked and after
wondering what I should do, I timidly got on the bus hoping somehow no one would
notice and everything will be alright. As I got on, the driver –a middle-aged woman—
immediately said “마스크 있어야 되. 마스크 없이 아무데도 못 가” (You need a
mask. You can’t go anywhere without a mask). I stood there for a second without
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knowing what to do and couldn’t look at the direction of the people who were riding the
bus because I was afraid they would be bothered by me not wearing a mask and giving
me nunchi. Despite not even really looking at them, I felt a lot of nunchi.... Koreans
usually say they “see” nunchi (눈치 보다), but the translation is closer to “feel” not
“see.” (Fieldnotes, 2020)
In this case, our observer anticipated being given nunchi. Here Louis felt embarrassment,
and the fear of further embarrassment and fear of being given nunchi ultimately pushed him into
correcting his behavior. In another instance an observer recounted an experience of giving nunchi
that could be seen in an American or non-Korean context.
I went to see a movie with a friend at a local movie theater… As we went inside, we saw
that the theater was basically empty…...about half-way through, I heard giggling from
my right. I looked in that direction and saw a couple talking and giggling. I decided to
ignore them at first hoping they would quiet down on their own. That did not happen, and
they continued to talk and giggle. As the movie was reaching its climax, I tried to
concentrate. However, I got extremely distracted by the couple who continued to talk and
giggle. I felt like I “missed” the highlight because of them and got pretty angry. I stared
directly at them giving them negative nunchi in hopes that they would notice and be
quiet. The guy did not seem to notice me, but the girl almost immediately took notice.
She glimpsed at me for half a second, stopped giggling, and lightly hit her boyfriend with
her elbow and whispered something in her boyfriend’s ear. The guy stopped giggling and
sat up straight. I didn’t hear anything from them after that and enjoyed the rest of the
movie. (Fieldnotes, 2020)
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This theater encounter could have easily happened in any theater in the United States, but
in an American theater, it would have been much more likely that the offended party would have
vocalized their want for quiet or to have simply said “shh,” which is often the response when
noisiness occurs. American responses tend to be direct. In the Korean context, that would have
been incredibly rude for our observer to have done so, because it is expected of him to be
indirect, subtle, and utilize giving nunchi rather than confronting the couple. While this theater
exchange may be understandable on the surface, nunchi is subtly but significantly a different
approach than the norm in American culture.
In another account an observer described a little bit of a social experiment that he
performed to ascertain the indirectness of nunchi. Upon entering a PC café, our researcher
noticed that many people were not wearing masks, and in particular some people near him.
Masks were expected at the time because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Our researcher texted the
café owner about this and then the owner announced the COVID-19 mask mandate and reminded
everyone of their duty to wear their masks. Our researcher observed the people near him and
watched and listened to their very willing and positive responses. They masked back up without
complaint. He then reflected on this and noted that people would’ve been dismissive and angry
with him if he had been direct, but by being indirect people were more willing and calmer about
compliance to the mandate (Fieldnotes, 2020). Our researcher aided in this by also making
gestures with his masked face to the people who were not. These gestures were noticed and the
recipients of the indirect gestures and indirect message to the café were more copasetic with
changing their behaviors. This observation about non-confrontation and indirectness, is what sets
nunchi apart from the way Westerners or at least Americans may approach others. Nunchi
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indirectly communicates and facilitates the subtle communication of what is expected of others
in a given context, such as in the case of mask-wearing in public.
Having Nunchi
Having nunchi is a way people in Korean culture describe either an internal touchstone or
faculty that one draws upon to perform correctly in nunchi exchanges. As an example, our
researcher recorded the following instance where he and his friends reflected and drew upon
nunchi as if it were a faculty or capacity.
I was at a local café finishing up on some school assignments… I saw a woman
struggling to open the door. She was getting out of the cafe and had a handful of books
which forced her to open the door with her back…We waited for about a second then
realized she was having a little trouble opening the door. We all quickly glimpsed at each
other trying to figure out what we should do. I believe we were trying to figure out if
everyone knew what was going on, if someone should help her, and, if so, who? This was
done in less than a second, however, like most situations involving nunchi, acting on
what we have assessed took longer than actually assessing everything. We kept glimpsing
at her and at each other, not completely sure what to do… Suddenly, a relatively large
man… barged in and opened the door that the woman was struggling with. The woman
was not prepared for this… She had not expected another person opening the door and
almost fell over. The bunwigi got extremely awkward and tense at this point, as the
woman was furiously trying to figure out who had opened the door, the man was
surprised and frantically trying to apologize, and the two other people including me were
awkwardly trying to fix what just happened. Everything happened so fast that none of us
really knew what to do… The woman did not say anything, but one could tell she was
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clearly mad, even through her mask, as her face was bright red with, and her eyes showed
clear anger…
We… felt a lot of negative nunchi after the woman almost fell down, this might
have stirred from a personal sense of guilt in not preventing what just happened or the
scary and awkward bunwigi. Feeling negative nunchi when one is near a tense situation
seems to happen quite frequently. I am not sure yet if this has more to do with individual
thoughts and feelings or collective bunwigi. Another important aspect of nunchi that
involved the three of us was that the situation has to do with the number of people.
It seems that the more people involved, the more nunchi everyone seems to feel, both
positive and negative. I firmly believe that if it was just me instead of me and the two
other men, I would have felt a lot less nunchi… I believe this shows how nunchi can be
viewed in the aspect of “connection.” Nunchi “connects” people so that they have a
chance to know what and how other people are thinking and feeling. This is the core
aspect of nunchi. This “connection” works for groups as well, as people also use nunchi
to figure out how a group is feeling and what the bunwigi is. Perhaps this connection
could link people into a sense of shared emotions, making them feel in a similar way. In
the example of me and the two men, despite how we usually act and feel in those types of
situations, we were all linked in a way to feel and think as a group. (Fieldnotes, 2020)
In this account we see the interlinked nature of nunchi and bunwigi. Having nunchi
means having the ability or faculty to read the nunchi of others and also the general bunwigi or
social atmosphere of a given situation. We also see here that feeling nunchi seems to be
amplified by the bunwigi and by the greater number of individuals in a given social space. Our
researcher described bunwigi as the emotional connection between people and that having nunchi
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allows each person to feel along and understand the bunwigi It is also very important to note that
the researcher delineated the difference in feeling guilt and also sensing the bunwigi of the room
when the lady was angry. Bunwigi in this and many other smaller accounts is integral and
interwoven with nunchi and how it operates, which will be important to the content analysis of
the NS-ET later as we look for bunwigi in the NS-ET. Understanding the concept and having
perception of bunwigi is important for one to have nunchi, which is what the NS-ET is designed
to measure.
In an interview, one participant described having nunchi as being “sensitive to what
others feel about them. It isn’t as simple as “they lack self-esteem,” but they tend to focus on
other people’s feeling more than their own. People who focus on their surrounding environment
and, the people within it, tend to have fast nunchi and see/feel nunchi well” (Interviews, 2020).
From various data points where others said similarly, we see that having nunchi is seen as an
ability, a capacity, or a faculty of the mind. As we can also see, it is hard to disentangle the
concept of having nunchi with the giving and feeling nunchi aspects. If one has adequate nunchi
then that person also gives adequate nunchi and is also likewise able to feel and see nunchi
correctly. All aspects of nunchi are reliant on higher levels of indirect communication, quick
compliance in behavioral modification, and being socially aware and mindful of the intents and
desires of others. This may not be seen in the same way across all cultures, and especially not in
Western cultures where directness is often preferred over indirectness (see e.g., Brew & Cairns,
2004), where behavioral compliance is often slower (see e.g., Chen et al., 2003), and where
social awareness is most probably less stringently and strictly valued and expected.
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Study 3: Psychometric-Ethnographics
This study aimed to examine the content of the NS-ET item-by-item for whether the
meaning of nunchi was present in the NS-ET. It brought the two previous studies’ data together,
and it proceeded in a similar way to Maddox et al. (2015). The NS-ET was examined
ethnographically from our observational data and interview data from Korea and from our focus
group data with our Korean translators. To do so, I looked at each item of the NS-ET and
examined what each item would mean in the context of the rich and deep qualitative data that
came from our observations and interviews about nunchi in Korean culture. Each item was
challenged by our ethnographic data and our translators’ remarks in ways that would likely be
overlooked in other cases of cross-cultural research. I critically examined the assumptions
necessary for each item to work in an American English-speaking context and discussed the
problems that would come from using each item to measure this context.
Content Analysis
Now that we have explored qualitatively and ethnographically what nunchi looks like, I
now direct our attention to the scale itself. Upon first glance, each item would appear to be fairly
understandable in an English-speaking context. The problem occurs when we consider what each
item is meant to do on a psychometric level, namely measure a smaller aspect or part of a
psychological concept. In this case, nunchi is the concept and each item is supposed to be aimed
at measuring the nunchi of target participants. Heo and Park (2013) referenced the NS’s ability to
measure nunchi in their original study, that the scale is intended to measure the level of nunchi
that participants have. We must question here whether the NS-ET items, which are thorough
translations of the NS, can adequately measure nunchi in an American context. To examine this,
I follow in the work of Maddox et al. (2015), and approach each item in a modified form of
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psychometric-ethnographics. Essentially, I looked at each item and gauged its psychometric
value in the face of our ethnographic data, to formulate why or why not each would work in an
American context to measure nunchi. Maddox et al. were able to watch in real time the interview
process and then discuss with the participants each item. I was not able to ask respondents about
each of the NS-ET items as they took them. With our constraints due to Covid-19 restriction, I
was only able to observe nunchi through proxy via our Korean researchers. In essence, I used
content analysis to understand each item of the NS-ET in the context of our Korean data.
Ultimately, I conclude that each is not able to measure nunchi in the Korean cultural sense.
In what follows, I consider each item on the NS-ET in the context of the ethnographic
data presented above. Based on this I argue that there are important aspects of nunchi that are not
captured by the NS. For this report, rather than going through each item-by-item analysis, I
organized the analysis into eight salient conceptual categories to outline the issues that arose.
Based on the ethnographic data, I will consider how nunchi would likely be perceived by people
in American and Korean cultures. Following this, I will point to some of the issues and
implications that could come from using each item from a nunchi metric outside of Korean
culture as well as why the NS-ET would not necessarily measure nunchi in an American sample
as it would in a Korean sample.
Accuracy & Quickness. Item 1 asks, “When I talk to other people, I am quick to
recognize their intentions.” It is a question of capacity and speed. Items 4 and 5 are also quite
similar. Item 4 reads, “I am quite good at quickly understanding what others want.” Item 5 reads,
“I am quite good at quickly understanding how others feel.” In all of these cases, the items ask
how quick and how good participants are when recognizing intents, feelings, and desires. The
definition of quickness and accuracy may vary between people in Korean culture and Americans,
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which gives rise for concern to how this item is being interpreted by participants from either
culture. For people in Korean culture, having fast nunchi would be what is asked for in these
questions. Fast nunchi is not implicitly understood in American culture as it is in Korean culture.
In many instances, our data confirmed that this quickness and accuracy would be extreme
to sensibilities of American audiences. Many data points described the quickness as either being
preemptive, immediate or within a few seconds. In one observation the quickness of good nunchi
was described as being done “in such a short time… assessing the situation then making a good
[action] all in less than a second” (Fieldnotes, 2020). Nunchi is something that is expected the
moment a person enters a Korean social context. In some cases, nunchi is expected to be
preemptive; “People with fast [or] good nunchi tend to start nunchi-ing before they realize that
they are doing it” (Interviews, 2020). Nunchi is expected to be anticipatory; nunchi “is something
a person can anticipate” (Fieldnotes, 2020). Nunchi perception is at times preemptive.
In America, it isn’t expected of people to immediately tune into the social atmosphere of
any given space so quickly or to necessarily be preemptively aware of it before being exposed to
it. There isn’t necessarily the same social pressure or expectation in American culture. People in
Korean culture are expected to not only be quick but to be precise. In any case, this expectation
of quickness and preciseness in Korean nunchi culture is not quite as clear in American culture
and it reasonable to question whether an American participant would truly understand quickness
and accuracy in the same way that is understood in Korean culture.
Empathy. “Someone with “good” or “fast” nunchi will not only be able to notice
something happening but know who is aware of it and how they feel (Fieldnotes, 2020).” This
could be interpreted as empathy as some of the translation discussions referenced for several
items that dealt with feelings. Empathic abilities aren’t necessarily expected in any given social
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situation. As Euny Hong (2019) put it, one does not need to feel or empathize, rather one must
simply recognize the wants and expectations of others. As an example, item 11 reads, “I
understand what others need, while considering others' emotions and situations.” Understanding
needs are not intrinsically tied to the emotions and situations of others like it is in the American
context. These two parts are not necessarily contingent upon each other in the American culture
for being considerate or understanding others’ needs, as it seems to be for nunchi in Korean
culture. One can be considerate of emotions, while also feeling apathetic to those emotions.
Often nunchi requires being apathetic so as to make the right assessment of situations and
subsequently the right actions.
Bunwigi. Item 12 reads, “I am careful not to make others uncomfortable.” One could
argue that Americans strive to not make each other uncomfortable but then again one could
argue that it is in the best interest of people to make others uncomfortable when the need arises
to do so. In the Korean case, bunwigi plays a major role in hedging against uncomfortable
situations. Bunwigi is how uncomfortable situations are described. A person in Korean culture
could easily refer to item 12 as being careful not to create an uncomfortable, tense, or negative
bunwigi, whereas an American participant would be unaware of these ways of understanding
discomfort. In one interview indirectness was described as the way to hedge against negative
bunwigi:
Interviewer (I): In South Korea, we often use the word nunchi, and it is a prevalent part
of our culture. What is nunchi to you?
Participant D (PD): I think it the ability to read bunwigi.
I: Could you be a bit more specific? What does it mean to “read bunwigi?”
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PD: For example, in South Korea, when a person says something there are usually hidden
meanings, hidden bunwigi. Nunchi is the ability to read such things, read between the
lines. Also, reading the bunwigi of the whole room is nunchi, such as an icy bunwigi or a
happy bunwigi.
I: Then, reading the overall bunwigi? Do you think there is a type of nunchi that is more
personal? Such as reading the thoughts and feelings of an individual?
PD: When you are talking to someone, regardless of whether or not you are close to him
or her, there are certain things you can’t say to them. In that case, you would want to tell
them indirectly, such as by facial expressions. Reading those indirect signs would be a
case of one on one nunchi. Indirect communication. Indirect hidden meanings in direct
conversations.
I: As you just said, South Koreans tend to tell people things indirectly. Why is that?
PD: This could be a stereotype, but Korea and the West have different cultures. People in
the West tend to say what they want to say. They are direct and upfront. Korea is
different. We don’t like to say things directly. I think we have culture of manners. We say
to ourselves, “If I say this, it might be rude and might negatively affect the bunwigi.” I’m
sure similar things happen in the West as well, at least to a certain extent, however, we do
it a lot. (Interviews, 2020)
In this case PD mentioned that indirectness was a way of not disturbing the bunwigi of a
given space. In other words, indirectness in nunchi helps to avoid the discomfort that would be
brought on by disturbing the social atmosphere through directness. It is regarded as being more
well-mannered and tactful to be as indirect as possible to avoid making others uncomfortable,
whereas in America this is not always necessarily the case. Some with an American background
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could argue that it could be seen as rude and uncomfortable for some when a speaker is not being
upfront about their desires or intentions.
Indirect Communication. Item 3 reads, “When others speak indirectly, I easily
understand what they mean.” There is an underlying assumption that being able to easily
understand indirectness is good. This is understandable in an American context, but half of the
equation is missing in this item. It may be good to be able to correctly understand indirectness,
but it is not always good to speak indirectly in American cultures. Westerners, including
Americans, often prefer directness over indirectness when compared to Eastern cultures (see e.g.,
Brew & Cairns, 2004). When presented with indirectness Americans will often become
frustrated and would prefer that indirect communicators would “get to the point,’ “quit beating
around the bush,” “give it straight,” or “speak plainly.” Indeed, as Hong notes, Americans often
think that nunchi is an impossible act of “mind reading” - something that nobody can be
expected to do. The assumptions that indirectness and indirect communication are valued over
directness in Korean culture is a major difference that sets apart nunchi aside from anything in
American Culture.
One interview participant stated that, “knowing someone is mad after they directly tell
you they are mad isn’t nunchi. Nunchi is passive. One must notice that the other person is mad
through indirect and subtle clues. How fast one can catch those clues determines whether one has
fast or slow nunchi” (Fieldnotes, 2020). For people in Korean culture, it is better to be indirect
rather than direct and nunchi is all about being able to understand and act upon indirectness. To
further illustrate this, I refer to the comment of one of our interview participants:
Interviewer (I): As you just said, South Koreans tend to tell people things indirectly.
Why is that?
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Participant D (PD): This could be a stereotype, but Korea and the West have different
cultures. People in the West tend to say what they want to say. They are direct and
upfront. Korea is different. We don’t like to say things directly. I think we have culture of
manners. We say to ourselves, “If I say this, it might be rude and might negatively affect
the bunwigi.” I’m sure similar things happen in the West as well, at least to a certain
extent, however, we do it a lot.
PD: As you mentioned before, in Korea, people tend to say things indirectly. Not
knowing the indirect messages means that one isn’t understanding the hidden, true
meaning of what someone else is saying. You won’t be able to know if someone is being
friendly or hostile. You won’t know what another person is feeling, and that could be
critical when forming relationships with other people. (Interviews, 2020)
Directness here is referred to as being impolite. Passive and indirect speech is the higher
form of communication in Korean culture. Item 3 may be straightforward, but the context for
judging indirect communication would be vastly different, opposite in an American cultural
context than a Korean context. As indirectness is a major part of nunchi and a major part of
Korean culture, including as a way of maintaining a clear or happy bunwigi, many of the items
besides item 3 become problematic because indirectness is always implied when discussing
consideration, recognition, or awareness of feelings, wants, and social atmospheres as is
mentioned in all other items. Indirect communication is less common in American culture, and
one could easily imagine an American respondent who would not answer the items with the
distinction in mind.
Sociocentricity. Item 8 reads, “When I speak, I first consider the situation and other
peoples' perspectives.” Item 10 is similar and reads, “When speaking or doing things, I always
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consider others' emotions”. These two are understandable in an American context, insofar as it is
admirable to be considerate of others, yet in many cases, it could be argued that Americans
would value considering self before others by way of self-preservation, autonomy, egocentric
social engagement (i.e., how would I feel and act in this social situation as opposed to
considering how others may want me to act and feel in social situations).
One interviewee remarked, “People in the U.S. are more individualistic, and we [South
Koreans] tend to focus more on the group. We think ‘I shouldn’t do anything to harm the group’
and ‘I can’t look weird in front of other people’” (Interviews, 2020). In this case, the participant
highlights that focus should be on the group to avoid sticking out or to avoid harm. There is a
collective sentiment layered into nunchi in a Korean cultural context and item 8 would be less
likely read as such in an American cultural context. In other interviews participants remarked
similarly; “Koreans love ‘being one.’ Koreans like collectivity… The world is tied together”
(Interviews, 2020).
Compliance & Harmony. Item 2 reads, “I am good at understanding others' intentions.”
The assumption here, that one can understand others’ intentions, is understandable in the
American context. This isn’t questionable, but what is questionable is what follows having a
good understanding of others’ intentions in the Korean vs American context. In the Korean
context we see conformity, compliance, and behavioral modification accompanied by feelings of
harmony and behaving concordantly. One cannot be good at understanding the intention of
others if they do not act according to those intentions in Korean culture. In all cases where good
nunchi was coded for, each instance was followed by the person possessing good nunchi by
demonstrating compliance to the intentions of those around them. In America this may not
always be seen as so straightforward. In American culture it is possible to have good awareness
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and understanding of the intentions of others, while also not acting upon those perceptions.
People in Korean culture who understand intentions of others but then do not act accordingly are
seen as having bad nunchi or being brazen-faced. “Nunchi sensitivity, for lack of a better word,
varies drastically from person to person. It can also be the case that a person feels Nunchi and
ignores or conceals it very well. This act or ability to conceal is often called “얼굴에 철판”
(placing a metal plate on one’s face [what I am here calling “brazenfaced”]), describing how one
conceals their face and do what they want ignoring Nunchi or any type of shame” (Fieldnotes,
2020).
In America, one could argue that independence, autonomy, and personal freedom
outweigh acknowledging the intents of others, especially when those things are infringed upon or
lessened for doing so. Self-determination, comprised of independence, autonomy, and a deep
attachment to freedom, remains a strong dimension of liberal thought in the United States of
America (Nedelsky, 1989), and if acknowledging the intents of others requires one to forgo these
values, then it could be conceivably negative to American sensibilities. Some argue that one
ought not to sacrifice personal liberty in order to “follow the crowd”.
An American person can understand the way a group desires adeptly, without having to
follow along with those desires. Some would categorize compliance negatively. Some would
label compliance as being brain-washed or following mob-think. In cases where Americans
respond behaviorally to the intents of others, it is not always a moral good to respond in kind.
Having awareness is good to Americans, but behaving is not tied into that awareness in the same
way that people in Korean culture seem to categorize it. In America one could say that they had
good awareness of others intentions, but that they decided to go against all intentions. People in
Korean culture would be hesitant to describe nunchi as good in these cases, as good nunchi is
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intrinsically tied into the concept of harmonizing. To further illustrate this point, I refer to the
following section in the data. Here is a reflection on an interview with a Korean participant
touching on the subject:
Nunchi was extremely important to Korean culture and also social awareness because it
dictates how Koreans ought to behave within the contexts they find themselves…
Koreans tend to not like having… deviations in behaviors and expressions when in
groups. Koreans strive for harmony. [The participant] related this idea to Maslow’s
Hierarchy of needs. He said that, with the prefacing statement that he doesn’t like
simplifying west vs east dichotomies, what self-actualization is to a western hierarchy of
needs, harmony is to a Korean’s hierarchy of needs. This means that westerners may
strive for individual ideals that lead eventually to fulfilling the ultimate need of becoming
self-actualized, self-fulfilled, or self-realized, [but] Koreans seek for ultimate harmony
between themselves and their relationships with others within the contexts, as they are
important… Nunchi is… the technique and also the obligation that helps us to achieve
this goal of harmony within our relationships and contexts. (Fieldnote, 2020)

People can be assertive and lead others and project their wants, but only when it is
appropriate and falls in harmony with those around him/her and in the context that this
person is in. He emphasized the harmony with others and with the context. The locus of
importance seems to really be the harmony and context aspects to nunchi rather than an
overlying execution of such. (Fieldnotes, 2020)
When an American participant looks at item 2, they are likely not aware of these
stipulations that good nunchi would have. Americans are not aiming their social awareness
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capabilities towards an ultimate goal of harmony, where Koreans would be. An American would
define being able to read intentions regardless of social harmony. Item 2 may be able to reflect
social awareness for American participants, but not nunchi, as it does not have the same
distinctions that good nunchi would have.
Item 7 reads, “I am good at catching the main points that others are trying to tell me.”
Once again, this is very understandable in an American context and it could be easily argued that
American culture values communication comprehension and retention of information in a similar
way to people in Korean culture. Nonetheless, item 7 carries a similar assumption to item 2 that
is missed when mapped onto an American context. Comprehension of what someone is saying,
especially in the case of indirect speech as it with nunchi, is measured in part by what the listener
does with that understanding. If the person does not behave harmoniously with the group, or in
effect goes against the nunchi, then that person would have bad nunchi. Yet in English
translation, this could easily be interpreted in a manner devoid of social context such as in the
example of catching the main points that a professor is trying to tell students in a lecture.
Baeryeo. Item 9 reads, “I am considerate of others.” This was the most easily translated
from the NS to NS-ET and it was also the most consistent item. This item is very understandable
in both the Korean and American contexts but the version of item 9 in the NS includes the word
baeryeo, which is lost in any English translation, and because of this nunchi is also not measured
correctly. People in Korean culture are considerate because they use nunchi, whereas Americans
can be considerate without nunchi. Americans can be considerate of others through direct
communication, and it could be seen as polite to do so, whereas in Korean culture to be direct
would be impolite. In American culture being considerate is not necessitated by reading subtle
cues or the atmosphere of a room, rather it is acting in the interest of someone else’s feelings,
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rights, or wellbeing. Nunchi is conditional upon indirectness and subtlety as is in the case of
baeryeo, but they are not necessary for being considerate in an American context. Along with
this there are many issues that appear when considering the Korean words as opposed to the
English. In our translation efforts of the NS-ET we saw these and discussed them in our
translation focus group meetings (see section below on interlineal glosses).
In the case of items 1, 4, and 5 the accuracy and quickness of recognition of others
feelings and emotions are not straightforwardly understood in an American context. Item 11
could imply empathy which is not the same as nunchi. Item 12 would an understanding of
concept of bunwigi, which precludes it from being understood in the same way across cultures.
Item 3 highlights the very specific value of indirectness and subtlety which is arguably not
apparent in the American culture. Items 8 and 10 denote sociocentricity which is less salient in
American culture. Items 2 and 7 require a sense of harmony and collective motivation to be
understood as a Korean cultured person would. Item 9 uses a word, baeryeo, which is not
directly translatable with considerate. From item to item, we can see various cultural
assumptions that are necessary to understand the NS or NS-ET in relation to nunchi itself, rather
than some other form of social awareness. What an American is understanding from the scale
could and is probably different than what a Korean would understand. They may be answering in
a way that reflects their own cultural context, rather than the Korean context that nunchi is
embedded it. To further highlight the issues, the rest of the report will explore the issues that
came about during the translation process of from the NS to the NS-ET as it relates to item 9.
Translation Problems with NS-ET. To understand and analyze the translation process
thoroughly I will next consider the process of translation itself. Each item on the NS was
translated 4 separate times into English, not including the final NS-ET, and then back translated
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twice before a final was decided upon. In each instance of translation and back translation, no
researcher was aware or had available any other translation than their own. Each translator was
interviewed following the translation process to discuss the translating the NS or back translating
the various versions of the NS-ET. All cases encountered expected difficulties in grammar and
syntactical structuring items. In the case of back translations, the translators were not aware and
had not seen the original NS. All translation and back translations were done unaware that the
survey was intended for measuring nunchi. This blind translation work kept the process clean
and allowed us to see the multiplicity of possible interpretations. In the end, when group
meetings were held to decide final translations, all researchers were made aware of the scales
intended use.
In one of the first translation interviews, one researcher noted that the scale felt like a
conversational abilities test, and nunchi was not originally thought of. Most others talked about
how each had multiple words that could have been used in place of others (i.e., “know,”
“recognize,” “understand,” “grasp,” and “catch” were all used interchangeably.) There was a
multiplicity in the word-choice for many of the verbs in this case. Along with this, some of the
subjects were variable (i.e., “mood” being used rather than “emotion.”)
In particular, the word baeryeo (배려) introduces some difficulties for our translators.
Baeryeo is roughly translated to consideration, but according to our researchers, it is not directly
translatable. This is crucial to the original Korean NS. It is used in the scale in item 9. Baeryeo is
an aspect relevant and tied to the concept of nunchi. In a very direct way, the use of baeryeo ties
the NS back to nunchi much more clearly, than any English translations of the NS items can. He
remarked that consideration is about thinking about other people and treating them nicely, but
baeryeo is more of a moral obligation to put others before one’s self and to be actively thinking
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about this when around others (Fieldnotes, 2020). Thus, baeryeo has elements of self-sacrifice
and putting others first.
One participant remarked in our Seoul interviews, “In the very least, we have to sacrifice
our selfish personal needs and be willing to be a little uncomfortable for the sake of the safety
and wellbeing of society. (Interviews, 2020). Another interview participant referred to it as
“Sahugongsa (사후공사) mentality [which is] the mindset of setting aside personal matters for
the sake of public/professional matters” (Interviews, 2020). This isn’t necessarily what one
would think of when someone is considerate, in the American context. Perhaps a considerate
person could be self-sacrificing, altruistic, and sociocentric, but it isn’t necessarily what
consideration is defined as in America.
One of our direct raw translations asked if participants were “others considerate.” In any
case this one-word difference creates a massive rift between what an American would
understand in item 9 than that of a Korean. When the item is asked of an American, item 9 of the
NS-ET could reasonably be read as an assessment of how much we consider and think about
others and possibly how much is that reflected in our behavior. For a Korean, with the use of
baeryeo in baeryeo hada (배려하다, or roughly “be considerate”), in item 9 of the NS, they
would most likely read the item as an assessment of their sociocentricity, altruism, self-sacrificial
behaviors, and moral judgment in putting others ahead. This is especially significant when
considered with how item 9 translated in the process. To further highlight this point, baeryeo is
often translated into “concern,” “regard,” “thoughtfulness,” and “care” for others when
consideration is not used. Each of these words carries subtle differences in meaning and none of
the three quite encapsulate what baeryeo is.
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In all seven translation instances this one was the most similar across all translations and
all were the most closely similar to each other. In other words, item 9 was the most easily
translated and was also on the surface, the best candidate for conveying meaning across the
translations. Item 9 cannot be understood in the same way between an American and a Korean
because baeryeo cannot be directly translated. Like nunchi, baeryeo appears to be, at least
somewhat, untranslatable into English. This then makes item 9 unable to adequately measure,
from a cultural standpoint, the same intent that is in the original study.
Here is an item, which is arguably the easiest item to translate, according to our
researchers, from the original NS to the NS-ET, but then it loses so much of its meaning when it
is translated! The English item 9 does not measure nunchi, where a Korean item 9 from the NS
does. Despite all of the satisfactory statistical verifications and screenings, model of fit in our
case, or correlational performance in the case of Yim (2017), item 9, and by extension the even
more complicated and translation difficult items, does not measure the same thing in both
cultures. Nunchi does not exist in the American culture, and to assume that it does and measure it
as if it did, lays aside the actual nunchi experience that is found in Korean culture. Nunchi is not
social awareness, interpersonal communication, or emotional intelligence. Nunchi is 눈치
(nunchi). Nunchi is a complex interlinked concept that is distinct from similar English concepts
in American culture. The NS may work to some decent effect in measuring nunchi when it is
used in the Korean cultural context, but English translations of a scale aimed at touching an
untranslatable cultural psychological concept do not measure the same. Despite how well
English translations of the NS may predict and show correlation with other western concepts like
wellness among people not familiar with Korean culture, it still does not measure nunchi.
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Perhaps, it could be measuring other things, but that speculation is for another study and
analysis, because at the very core nunchi is not captured in an English form of the NS.
As we will see further in the interlinear glossing, some of the original NS items used the
word goryeo (고려) rather than baeryeo, which is yet another form of consideration where one
counts, weighs, thinks about, or regards something, as in the case of goryeo hada (고려 하다). In
both the original NS and all back translations of the NS-ET, baeryeo was selected in this case, so
goryeo is not quite applicable in the case of item 9, and most back-translations turned to baeryeo
because it was the closest that our Korean translators could. In one case, a translator noted that it
was hard to translate “considerate” into Korean, and so she replaced it with “thoughtful,” which
was less difficult. Nunchi, along with baeryo, goryeo, and bunwigi, share elements and
commonalities with other psychological Western concepts, but they also have aspects that are
unique to Korean culture and are untranslatable.
It should also be noted that when translating item 10, different translators used multiple
different wording choices which greatly changed the meaning of the item. In some cases, some
people framed it as understanding what others need, some framed it as doing what others need,
and some framed it as providing what others need. These differences were strongly debated
among the researchers on the team. Ultimately, we settled with “understand,” but there were
doubts from the other members about the meaning being carried over. In Korean, the original
item was very understandable to our Korean speakers, but it was difficult to phrase it correctly in
English because directly translating the item was awkward and couldn’t quite capture all
meanings mentioned before and this led to the confusion with back translation. As opposed to
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item 9, item 10 was the most difficult to translate correctly, and both item 9 and item 10 were
both problematic as they could not carry over the same meaning when translated into English.
Study 4: Interlinear Glossing
As an added measure, our NS-ET was approached from a linguistic angle, where items
were analyzed using basic interlinear glossing. This approach was loosely based upon crosslinguistic comparative and translation principles found in Croft (2002) and Lehmann (1982).
Items from the original NS were broken apart by their smallest linguistic particles and then were
examined in their translatability both in form and content. This study helped to illustrate further
the difficulties that survey items have in trying to convey not only the latent variables that they
are indirectly trying to measure, but even the same content that each item has from any given
source language into a differing target language. This glossing was then compared back to the
NS-ET and the ethnographic discussions from the previous three studies.
Interlinear Glossing Analysis and Results
Our gloss highlighted items number 9 and 10 as item 9 was one of the easiest items to
translate and item 10 was one of the most difficult items to translate. In this way, this report
shows the difficulties that any of the NS items has in trying to translate into the AmericanEnglish linguaculture. Each item broken down by syllables and then by words. The gloss by
words is shown here in Tables 3 and 4. Each word-by-word translation was determined in
consultation with our Korean researchers and with the aid of multiple Korean-to-English
dictionaries.
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Table 3
Item 9 Interlinear Gloss and Various Researcher Translations (NS-ET, NS-YT, and R1-R6). KR
= Korean Researcher, AR = American Korean-Speaking Researcher
Item 9: 남을 배려하다
Interlinear Gloss
남

을

배려

하다

nam

eul

baeryeo

hada

Considerate / Caring /
Consideration of others /
Thoughtful

Having

Of others /
Object Marker
Other person /
Of person /
Stranger
Various English Translations

NS-ET: I am considerate of others.
NS-YT: Generally, I care for others.
KR1: I am considerate of others.
KR2: I am thoughtful.
KR3: I am considerate of the other person.
KR4: I am considerate of others.
AR1: Is considerate of others.
KR5: I’m considerate to others.
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Table 4
Item 10 Interlinear Gloss and Various Researcher Translations (NS-ET, NS-YT, and R1-R6) KR
= Korean Researcher, AR = American Korean-Speaking Researcher.
Item 10: 상대방의 기분을 고려하여 적절한 말을 하거나 행동을 한다
Interlinear Gloss
상대방의
sangdaebangui
Other /
Counterpart /
Opponent

기분
kibun
Mood /
Feeling /
Atmosphere
/ Face

을
eul
Object
Marker

고려
goryeo
Consider

하여
ha
yo
So

적절한
말
을
하거나
행동
을
한다
jeokjeolhan
mal
eul
hagona
haengdong eul
hada
Appropriate / Speech /
Object
Do
Actions /
Object
Do / Make
Timely / Right Words /
Marker
Behavior / Marker
/ Apt / Fitting Language
Deed
Various English Translations
NS-ET: When speaking or doing things, I always consider others' emotions.
NS-YT: When I say or do something, I take another person’s feelings into account.
KR1: I appropriately speak and behave considering the counterpart’s mood.
KR2: When I speak or act, I consider others’ emotions.
KR3: I appropriately act or speak appropriately considering the mood of the other person.
KR4: When I speak or act, I consider others’ emotions.
AR1: Considers the other person’s mood and then speaks or acts appropriately.
KR5 I speak or act appropriately considering other people’s feelings.
Item 9, being the easiest to translate and the most similar between all translations was an
interesting candidate for interlinear gloss. This item, when translated into English, could become
three different items based on this one word, but each of the three words does not shade the same
way as baeryeo does as evidenced in Study 3. Any translation would fall short of capturing what
baeryeo implies in the Korean cultural context. Subsequently, each version of item 9 into the
closest possible equivalent translation would still deviate from what item 9 in the NS is trying to
measure, namely one’s baeryeo, as it relates to nunchi.
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Item 10 shows more complexity in translation when looking into the gloss. Kibun (기분)
was particularly difficult for our team of translators as it can easily be translated into various,
very culturally loaded, terms like emotions, mood, feelings, or affect, yet while also being
translated into things like atmosphere or face. In some instances, our researchers referred to
giving nunchi to someone’s kibun. This one word makes the entire item very difficult to nail
down in any one way that directly conveys the same meaning as the original NS item. There is
also an issue in inferring a directionality in the item. In some translations it is important to first
consider, then speak and behave, whereas in other translations it is important to do so
simultaneously. This appropriate and timely element in the form of jokjolhan, (적절한) could be
inferred correctly in a Korean context, but it is not so readily understandable in an American
context, and the multiple translations or interpretations demonstrates that issue in understanding.
Looking at both items 9 and 10 side-by-side, we can see the usage of goryeo and baeryeo.
Both are often, and in the similar case here, translated into the “considerate” or “to consider.”
Our researchers noted that there is a difference between the two that was tied into concepts of
moral good, altruistic actions, and deeper forms of recognition of others that delineated each
from each other, but in an English translation, we cannot see those important differences. We see
that in the simpler item, item 9, that there are already tricky translation issue with the word
baeryeo, let alone the syntactical structure that differs from English. Some of our researchers
noted that there is a cultural common-sense that is needed to understand who is being referred to.
This common sense is also needed to find translations that fit well enough to begin to understand
in English. Item 10 shows how quickly the task becomes even more complex. Item 10 had more
than one word, each being able to be translated in various difference ways which each cause
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slight deviations in meaning from the intended original item. Based on this interlinear gloss
alone, one could have arrived to quite a staggering number of different combinations all with
different meanings, which was evidenced by our translation efforts. This becomes even more
difficult when considering the change of meaning that is caused by the relation of words put
together.
Discussion
By comparing the findings from each of the four studies, we have triangulated the
translatability of the NS, in the form of the NS-ET, and its ability to measure nunchi in nonKorean settings. By approaching this research question from psychometric, ethnographic,
content-analytic, and linguistic perspectives, these findings are methodologically robust. Our
findings highlights the deeper issues that come with translating psychometric tests, and they
demonstrate why psychometric translation work often struggles to capture the same sociocultural
meaning of concepts across linguacultures. Nunchi as seen ethnographically, while related to
and partially captured by the Nunchi Scale, displays a much more complex and culturally
embedded concept that is not totally accounted for by the 9-item scale when it is translated into
English. The NS-ET carries over some of those linguistic and cultural connections to justify
findings about nunchi when it is used in Korean contexts, but it is not clear within an American
context. In many cases, English translations of the NS items are not carrying the same meanings
that directly link back to the nunchi concept. This problem gets even worse when considering the
statistical performance of the NS-ET in comparison to the original NS.
The translated items performed adequately and even glowingly similar to the original set
when compared using statistical analyses. In assessing cross-cultural measures in psychology,
Hui and Triandis (1985, p. 141) reiterated what many cross-cultural psychologists would argue:
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“if a construct is the same across cultures, it should have the same components (or internal
structures) and the same relations among components across cultures,” with factor analysis (in
this case CFA) being the most popular method for analyzing the anatomy of constructs being
translated. Irvine (1980) in the Handbook for Cross-Cultural Psychology Vol. 2 asserted
similarly; if the factors (or items) of the translated construct (in this case nunchi as measured by
the NS or NS-ET) account for all variance with similar proportions of variance and similar
factorial correlational structures are observed between different cultural sample groups without
significant statistical differences between the groups, then “some confidence can be placed in the
supposition that tests and individuals have interacted, on average, in the same fashion” (p. 219).
Beyond the academic world, the common consumer of cultural research may not notice
these subtleties. It isn’t always clear what sort of equivalence is being established when a
researcher references cross-cultural equivalence for tests (Johnson, 1998), but for the casual
reader this equivalence seems to mean that translations of psychometric tests are able to measure
the same thing quite possibly in the same way. This is where our findings conflict with this
premise of equivalence and equivalent measure performance. First, I would like to highlight
some of the meaningful features of nunchi that the statistical analysis of the scale misses when it
is compared to our ethnographic findings. Second, I want to note that there were items where the
scale did well in relation to our ethnographic finding. Third, I consider some of the implications
that using this translated scale has in cross-cultural research. The scale does consider a few parts
of nunchi, but there are more key elements of nunchi that are missing than there are elements that
are included.
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Cultural Issues with the Nunchi Scale
When translating the Nunchi Scale from Korean to English, we encountered many
cultural differences. Most of our Korean-speaking and Korean-native researchers were conflicted
as to whether the meaning that each item on the scale tried to convey was actually measuring
nunchi as they understood it from the Korean context. One of the first issues that we quickly
identified and elaborated upon, in almost each of our translation review meetings, was that the
NS-ET didn’t quite seem to capture everyone’s ideas of what nunchi was. Some of our
researchers made mention that this scale seemed to be a nunchi-level type of scale where one is
assigned a rating that displayed the quality of nunchi that participants had. Some of our other
researchers asserted that the scale was a nunchi behaviors scale, in that participants would selfreport how well they behaved regarding nunchi. It never felt like a scale of the totality of nunchi.
Perhaps this is the nature of operationalization, in that no scale can fully encapsulate the concepts
they are trying to measure. Functionally, they ought to capture at least a significant and
meaningful portion of it.
Study 1 showed that, like Yim (2017), an English translation of the NS can be made and
clear all translation equivalence benchmarks set by standards in cross-cultural psychology
research. Using examples from daily life in Seoul, South Korea, Study 2 presented ethnographic
research that showed that nunchi is culturally particular to the Korean cultural context. Utilizing
the cultural data from Study 2, in Study 3 we analyzed the content of each item of the NS-ET
with respect to the nunchi concept that was elaborated in Study 2. It appeared that the items on
the NS-ET were not measuring nunchi. The NS-ET items did not include Korean concepts that
are closely related to nunchi such as bunwigi and baeryeo. The NS-ET items also missed the
important but subtle differences in perceptions of indirectness, harmony, quickness, accuracy,
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empathy, and sociocentricity that our Korean participants expressed in our ethnographic data.
Through a consideration of the word-by-word translation of two items in particular, Study 4
gives us a glimpse and how the meaning of words can deviate so quickly and be transformed
during the act of translation into another linguacultural context. It may be the case that in some
cases, like in the case of baeryeo, equivalence of translation is quite likely impossible.
According to our statistical results presented in Study X, the items on the NS-ET
performed similarly to the items on the original NS. In particular, these statistical analyses
suggested that the NS-ET seems to be effectively measuring the same latent variables, namely,
nunchi awareness and nunchi behaviors. With CFA and modeling being a common approach to
establishing equivalence in cross-cultural psychology (see e.g., Fischer & Karl, 2019), it is
imperative that the concepts and tests being translated are indeed reflecting the culturally
embedded meanings that should accompany each concept, in this case nunchi. Our researchers
felt that the original NS did decently well at measuring nunchi when a participant was Koreancultured, but the NS-ET was further removed from the nunchi concept especially when the
participant was not familiar with Korean culture, which we have now demonstrated through
Study 3 and 4. Our ethnographic data also supported our researchers' feelings, that nunchi cannot
easily be disentangled from Korean culture, and thus it is difficult to really capture it in the
American-English language and culture.
The NS-ET and any English attempts at translation of the NS felt less than satisfactory
despite seemingly providing sufficiently clear translations that performed well on statistical
measures. This impact on Korean psychology is clearly evidenced by the various studies
mentioned earlier where nunchi is correlated with various psychological phenomena in Korean
culture and by our own ethnographic findings. Yim (2017) made these correlative conclusions
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with Korean Americans as well, but then also with non-Korean American participants. Yim’s
results conclude that non-Korean participants can be studied using a Korean psychological
concept, that nunchi can be observed in the American culture. She asserted that this proves
nunchi to be equivalent with social awareness and other similar concepts. As discussed, many
could assert that nunchi could have overlap with other human experiences that we identify with
here in the western world including emotional intelligence, social intelligence (see e.g., Yim,
2017). Although it may be the case that English translations of the NS may measure important
psychosocial constructs in mainstream American culture, our research shows that what is being
measured is not nunchi. As Heo and Park (2013) originally laid out in creating the Nunchi Scale,
nunchi seems to evidence correlation with many of those concepts (i.e., empathy, collectivism
high-context communication, self-esteem, and interpersonal relations). This overlap could
explain why we are seeing our English version of the Nunchi Scale perform well enough
statistically to assert reliability and validity within a United States cultural sample.
Perhaps, there could be elements of nunchi that overlap with concepts more familiar to
the American-English linguaculture, which are related in some way to these concepts, but as we
have demonstrated, we must be cautious to assume that nunchi both exists in the American
linguaculture and that it is connected to other psychological concepts already present. Our
ethnographic data showed that nunchi is embedded within the daily Korean cultural experience,
including a number of different related concepts as well as the norms expectations that come
with participating in everyday life in Korean culture. Our further content analysis of the NS-ET
and linear glossing of the NS demonstrated that the nunchi concept could very well be measured
in the Korean cultural context, but to extrapolate the two versions of the nunchi scale onto nonKorean contexts seems to rely on gutting the cultural assumptions and context needed for it to
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work. Many subtle and important features of nunchi necessarily have to be wholly ignored,
removed, or replaced so as to function in the American cultural context, but with those subtle
omissions we must question whether nunchi, as a measurable construct, has been lost as well.
In particular, each item could not carry over the meaning of nunchi, along with the
cultural assumptions and context needed to make it operate in an equivalent fashion to how it
operates in Korean culture. It has relations to things Americans would recognize, but the result is
not equivalent to the nunchi construct. Our data clearly indicated that items fell short for
measuring nunchi adequately outside of the Korean culture, because our native Korean
translators indicated that the translated items, as clear as they were, when back translated into
Korea, did not tie back to nunchi. No item on the original NS used the word nunchi, but many
other Korean concepts like baeryeo and bunwigi are not translatable and subsequently not a part
of the assumptions or context necessary for a participant without Korean culture to be able to
answer in a way that reflects nunchi. In the case of baeryeo it has to be sidelined in the English
translation of the NS-ET because it was not directly translatable from Korean to English.
Bunwigi, is not directly present, but as Study 3 demonstrated, it cannot even be inferred in an
American-English linguacultural context.
Nunchi appears not to exist in the cultural world of mainstream American culture. To use
it through the NS-ET or similar to measure non-Korean culture could result in ethnocentric
blindness when understanding both nunchi and the nunchi-irrelevant cultural context that it is
being used to measure. Just as Yim (2017) has utilized nunchi, without considering ethnographic
data regarding what nunchi is in context, to examine the American culture where it is not
applicable, it is conceivable that other studies have done similarly with other concepts, both in
diluting the meaning of concepts through conflation or misrepresentation and mischaracterizing
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cultures through the translated measures that are used to measure those concepts. There is a real
possibility that this problem of translation could go even further than translating from one culture
to another. It could perhaps be a problem with translating psychological and cultural concepts
from the embodied experiences of people, to a psychometric through operationalization and
reification.
Implications of Bad Cross-Cultural Assumptions
Now we come to core concern of this thesis. When psychometric scales are translated
from one culture to another and then used in foreign contexts, what implications might this have?
Psychometric tests ought to not only perform well statistically but they ought to also demonstrate
cultural applicability, and this can only be done through cultural examinations like those found in
anthropology. Otherwise, translating psychometric tests leads to bad science. To understand the
issues with this, the NS-ET can offer quite a glimpse into the process and where things can go
wrong. First, we need to break this down into two parts, one being the applicability of NS-ET in
general American culture and the other being the cross-cultural implications of the results that
we acquired in our pilot sample.
Our survey indicated that most people scored mostly as Strongly Agree and Somewhat
Agree on the Nunchi Scale, which would indicate that Americans score well on the Nunchi
Scale, which would necessarily imply that Americans are good when it comes to nunchi (see
Figure 4), if nunchi is assumed to be measured in an English version of the NS. Americans seem
to either have high levels of nunchi, which is a concept not taught in the home, education system,
or social life like it is in Korea, or using the NS-ET is not accurately gathering what it is intended
to be gathering.
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This distribution would lead many to conclude that Americans must surely be more
attuned to nunchi. Yet, such a conclusion neglects two important aspects that have dogged many
cross-cultural psychologists: applicability and relevance. Nunchi may be related to some sort of
larger universal social awareness. As our Korean informants informed us, it is doubtful that
Americans have higher levels of nunchi than Koreans. To make a claim that Americans, who
know nothing about nunchi, the cultural norms, expectations, and rules that surround nunchi,
have high levels of nunchi is absurd, and yet researchers do this at times, like in the case of Yim
(2017). Yim asserted that because the statistics bear out for an English form of the NS, then we
must conclude that nunchi is evident in American culture. Furthermore, Yim speculated as to
whether nunchi was simply interchangeable with other psychosocial concepts like empathy and
social intelligence. Our empirical findings suggest that conclusions such as Yim’s (2017)
conclusions are questionable. A simple literature review of nunchi as a concept as included in
our background section, quickly shows that nunchi is not interchangeable with other AmericanEnglish psychosocial concepts. Our data demonstrates clearly that well-performing statistics are
not enough to establish cross-cultural equivalence, and thus validity and relevance of translated
psychometric tests ought to be questioned as well.
Psychological constructs when translated without further cultural testing become tools,
intentional or not, that erroneously conclude an ultimately Western psychological vision for the
whole of humanity. Cultural differences are largely ignored. Western researchers often
“imperialize” Western psychological constructs, introducing them in other cultural contexts in
order to measure psychosocial functioning in those cultures. By exploring the possibilities of
taking a psychological construct in the other direction, from Korean to English, we hope to have
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illustrated some of the complexities of capturing equivalent psychological constructs in nonequivalent contexts.
Having raised these concerns, we acknowledge that it is possible that although they are
not measuring nunchi per se, this NS-ET or similar English translations of the NS may in fact be
measuring something that may be predictive of other psychosocial concepts. This could be a
direction moving forward with future research, to explore what an English version of the NS is
actually measuring, especially considering Yim’s (2017) findings that the NS, when translated
and used in English, is correlated with wellness, social intelligence, and emotional intelligence
scales. Yet, rather than attributing it to nunchi, which is clearly not being measured outside of
Korean culture, we would propose similar ethnographic research to explore what these items
actually are measuring as well as how and why they correlate with, for example, measures of
psychosocial well-being. Researchers ought to study why the NS-ET or other English versions of
the NS performed so similarly to the original NS in terms of model fit and correlational power,
despite not clearly measuring nunchi.
Conclusion
Our fours studies demonstrated that nunchi is not clearly measured when translating the
Nunchi Scale into English. Our ethnographic data provided the context whereby to understand
nunchi as it is understood in the Korean culture. Our survey data showed the usual process
whereby psychometric tests and psychological constructs are translated, evaluated, and utilized
in psychological research. The content analysis of each item from the NS-ET along with the
selected interlinear glosses of the NS items, allowed us to see that there are reasons to question
the translation of the NS, the applicability of measuring nunchi in the American-English cultural
context, and largely the issues with translating psychological constructs for measurement of
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foreign cultures. Nunchi, and by extension the scales intended to measure it, requires
indirectness, baeryeo, bunwigi, and various Korean cultural ideas about quickness, accuracy,
harmony, compliance, collective motivation, empathy, and sociocentricity that contrast
American culture or are not found in American culture.
In the end, it is hard to suggest utilizing either the NS-ET or any English version of the
NS for trying to actually measure nunchi in an non-Korean American context. Nunchi appears to
be one of those untranslatable words that Lomas referred to in his call to cartograph
psychocultural concepts that are not translatable to the rest of human languages from singular
languages (2018). By ignoring these cultural issues in any stage of the translation, psychological
concepts like nunchi can be easily misused in studying cultures where they are not particularly
relevant. Statistics, which at times mystifies researchers, can be used as a way to obfuscate these
issues and dismiss the meaning behind the concepts researchers are trying to measure. In this
research, we can see that despite adequately performing statistics, that it ought not be the only
way to validate the use of translated psychometric surveys, tests, or measures. Finding statistical
significance, fitting results between acceptable bounds, and manipulating data below or above
expected thresholds should not be the best a cultural researcher can do when cultural work can be
done. Statistical manipulations may make the numbers look good, but if the concepts behind the
numbers are problematic to begin with, then the numbers aren’t particularly useful, rather they
could be harmful to social science and for the people affected by social science. We would
assume that this operationalization-induced unawareness is not just in the case of nunchi but that
it is also likely present in many tests that measure psychological concepts. In this unawareness,
researchers are likely exporting many concepts onto cultures where they are not actually
performing correctly, despite how good numbers may appear. If researchers are unaware of the
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cultural concerns with psychological constructs, then these same researchers are likely not
measuring what they think they are measuring. Many psychological constructs may not be valid
across cultures. In research where cross-cultural construct validity and equivalence, as
established by statistics alone, is a common-sense practice we ought to question whether
psychology is being correctly observed. Likewise, it is also likely that the results from this
unchecked practice are not accurately depicting or explaining culture. We would suggest that
these problems with the translation of nunchi across cultures are problems that are common to
other, perhaps all, psychological constructs.
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APPENDIX A
INSTRUMENTS
Table A1
Original Nunchi Scale by Heo and Park, 2013

Nunchi Scale English Pilot Survey
Please read the following and then accept the terms for consent before proceeding:
Consent to be a Research Subject Title of the Research Study: Lost in Translation: Implications
for Translating Tests Principal Investigator: Greg Thompson Co-Investigator: Jacob Larson IRB
ID#: E2021-365
Introduction
This research study is being conducted by Dr. Gregory Thompson and graduate student Jacob
Larson at Brigham Young University to determine the usefulness of our English translation of
the Nunchi Scale developed by Heo and Park in 2013. This scale was used in South Korea to
measure a type of social awareness. You are invited to participate to help us test this scale’s
ability to measure social awareness.
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Procedures
If you agree to participate in this research study, the following will occur: - You will be asked to
complete a brief survey that should take approximately 1-5 minutes to complete. - Each question
will be required to be completed in order to move on or finish the survey. - This survey will be
conducted anonymously through this platform. - Following a full completion of the survey, you
will be compensated for the agree upon value that was advertised before you selected this survey.
- This survey may be completed anywhere that allows for you to complete the survey, at your
own leisure. - You can take as much time as needed to finish the survey, but once the target
sampling size is reached the survey will be closed. - All finished surveys will be compensated. You may take this survey only once.
Risks/Discomforts
There are minimal risks and discomforts associated with this survey. Participants may experience
eye strain or survey-taking fatigue.
Benefits
There are no direct benefits from participating in this study. However, it is hoped that this study
will benefit the psychological scientific community and help us better understand how to
measure psychological phenomena.
Confidentiality
Your identity will be kept anonymous, and you will provide no information that is traceable to
you for participating in this survey. MTurk’s Terms of Service (ToS) do not allow for
researchers to directly access any personal information from participants. Consequently, all
payment transactions are done using a 14-character alphanumeric code that is unique and
specific to each MTurk participant, and does not offer any clue as to your identity. This code,
referred to as an MTurk Worker ID, is linked to survey responses for purposes of remuneration.
If you agree to participate, please note that the data you provide may be collected and used by
Amazon as per its privacy agreement.
Additionally, IF YOU ARE NOT CURRENTLY LOCATED IN THE UNITED STATES
AND/OR ARE UNDER THE AGE OF 18, PLEASE DO NOT COMPLETE THIS SURVEY.
Data Sharing
We will keep the information we collect from your survey responses during this research study
for analysis and for potential use in future research projects.
Compensation
You will receive the listed compensation for your participation in this study upon completion.
Participation
Participation in this research study is voluntary. You have the right to withdraw at any time or
refuse to participate entirely. Compensation will not be given for incomplete submissions or
inattentive submissions.
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Questions about the Research If you have questions, concerns, or complaints, you can contact the
Principal Investigator Greg Thompson at +1 (801) 422-8095 or greg.a.thompson@gmail.com
and Jacob Larson at +1 (719) 568-8035 or jacolars1jal86@gmail.com.
Questions about Your Rights as Research Participants If you have questions regarding your
rights as a research participant contact Human Research Protections Program by phone at (801)
422-1461; or by email: BYU.HRPP@byu.edu.
Statement of Consent I have read, understood, and received a copy of the above consent and
desire of my own free will to participate in this study.
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Jung Yeon Yim (2017) Nunchi Scale Translation (NS-YT)
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Lab Translations Task Compilation

All lab translations and back translations from the NS to the NS-ET
1. 다른 사람과 대화할 때 상대방의 의도를 빨리 알아차릴 수 있다
C: 나는 다른 사람들과 대화를 할 때, 그들이 무슨 이야기를 하려는 것인지 잘
안다.
S: 나는 다른 사람들과 대화를 할 때, 그들의 의도를 쉽게 파악할 수 있다.
DS: I Other People We Talk Their Intentions Easily recognize Can/Able To
D: 내가 다른사람들과 대화할때, 나는 빠르게 이해한다 그들의 의도들을
N:내가 다른사람들과 대화할때, 나는 사람들의 의도를 빠르게
이해할수있다
D: 내가 다른 사람들에게 이야기 할 때, 나는 그들의 의도들을 빠르게 인지 할
수 있다.
N: 나는 다른 사람들과 이야기 할 때 그들의 의도를 빠르게 인지하는 편이다.
1. when I talk to other people, I can quickly recognize their intentions.

1. When I talk to other people, I can quickly recognize their intentions.

1. When I talk to other people, I can quickly recognize their intentions.

D: Different/other people with conversate when the other people’s
intention/purpose/aim quickly discern is able to
N: Is able to quickly discern counterpart’s intentions when conversing
D: Different people with converse when other person’s intention quickly know.
N: You can quickly know the other person’s intentions when speaking.
1.
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C=Casual Easier Form, S=Survey Form, DS=Direct English Translation of Survey Form,
D=Direct Translation, N=Natural Translation

2.상대방의 의도를 잘 파악한다
C: 나는 다른 사람들이 무엇을 하고 싶어하는지 잘 안다.
S: 나는 다른 사람들의 의도를 쉽게 이해한다.
DS: I Other People Intention Easily Understand.
D: 나는 잘한다 사람들의 의도를 이해하는것을
N: 나는 사람들의 의도를 잘 이해한다
D: 나는 다른 사람들의 의도들을 잘 이해한다.
N: 나는 다른 사람들의 의도를 잘 인지하는 편이다.
2. I am good at catching others’ intentions.

2. I am good at understanding others’ intentions.

2. I am good at understanding others’ intentions.

D: Other person’s intentions well grasp
N: Is able to grasp the intentions of others well
D: Other person’s intention well understand.
N: You understand the other person’s intentions (well).
2.
C=Casual Easier Form, S=Survey Form, DS=Direct English Translation of Survey Form,
D=Direct Translation, N=Natural Translation
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3. 다른 사람이 돌려 이야기하더라도 그 의미를 잘 파악한다
C: 나는 다른 사람들의 돌려서 말할 때도 그들을 잘 이해할 수 있다.
S: 나는 다른 사람들이 간접적으로 이야기할 때도 그들의 진심을 쉽게 이해할
수 있다.
DS: I Other People Indirectly Speak/Talk Their Intentions Easily Understand
D: 심지어 다른사람들이 간접적으로 이야기할때도, 나는 쉽게 이해할수있다
그것이 무슨뜻인지
N: 심지어 다른사람들이 간접적으로 이야기할때도, 나는 그것이
무슨뜻인지 쉽게 이해할수있다.
D: 비록 다른 사람들이 간접적으로 말 할 때도, 나는 무슨 의미였는지 쉽게
이해 할 수 있다.
N: 나는 다른 사람들이 우회적으로 말 하더라도 본래 말하고자하는 의미를 잘
이해하는 편이다.
3. Even when others speak indirectly, I can catch the meaning well.

3. Even when others speak indirectly, I can easily understand what they mean.

3. Even when others speak indirectly, I can easily understand what was meant.

D: Other people speaking around even if that meaning well grasp is able to
N: Is able to grasp the meaning of others even when they avoid directly saying what
they mean
D: Different people around talk even if that meaning well understand
N: Even if people talk in circles, you understand what they mean.
3.
C=Casual Easier Form, S=Survey Form, DS=Direct English Translation of Survey Form,
D=Direct Translation, N=Natural Translation
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4. 상대방이 무엇을 원하는지 빨리 파악하는 편이다
C: 나는 다른 사람들의 원하는 것을 쉽게 빨리 알 수 있다.
S: 나는 다른 사람들이 무엇을 원하는지 쉽고 빠르게 이해할 수 있다.
DS: I Other People What Want Easily Fastly/Fast Understand Can
D: 나는 꽤 잘한다 빠르게 이해하는것을 다른사람들이 원하는것을
N: 나는 다른사람들이 원하는것을 빠르게 이해하는것에 능숙하다.
D: 나는 꽤나 잘 다른 사람들이 무엇을 원하는지 빨리 이해한다.
N: 나는 다른 사람들이 무엇을 원하는지 빠르게 이해하는데 능숙한 편이다.
4. I am quite good at quickly catching what others want.

4. I am quite good at quickly understanding what others want.

4. I am quite good at quickly understanding what others want.

D: Other people’s what they want quickly grasping side is
N: Is fairly good at discerning what their counterpart wants
D: Other person what wants quickly understanding type are.
N: You are the type (side (Jake: of person)) to quickly understand what the
other person wants.
4.
C=Casual Easier Form, S=Survey Form, DS=Direct English Translation of Survey Form,
D=Direct Translation, N=Natural Translation
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5. 상대방의 기분이나 감정을 빨리 파악하는 편이다
C: 나는 다른 사람들이 어떻게 느낄지 잘 이해한다.
S: 나는 다른 사람들의 감정을 쉽게 이해하는 편이다.
DS: I Other People Emotions Easily Understand
D: 나는 꽤 잘한다 빠르게 이해하는것을 어떻게 다른사람들이 느끼는지
N: 나는 다른사람들이 어떻게 느끼는지 빠르게 이해하는것에 능숙하다.
D: 나는 꽤나 잘 다른 사람들이 어떻게 느끼는지 빨리 이해한다.
N: 나는 다른 사람들의 감정이 어떤지 빠르게 파악하는 편이다.
5. I am quite good at quickly catching how others feel.

5. I am quite good at quickly understanding how others feel.

5. I am quite good at quickly understanding how others feel.

D: Other’s mood and/or feelings quickly grasp is able to
N: Is able to discern counterpart’s mood and/or emotional state quickly
D: Other person’s mood or emotion quickly understanding type are.
N: You are the type to quickly understand the other person’s mood or emotions.

C=Casual Easier Form, S=Survey Form, DS=Direct English Translation of Survey Form,
D=Direct Translation, N=Natural Translation
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6. 무언가 필요한 상황이면 먼저 알아차린다
C: 어떤 것이 필요할 때, 나는 주로 그것이 필요하다는 것을 빨리 알 수 있다.
S: 어떤 것이 필요할 때, 나는 주로 가장 먼저 그 필요성을 인지한다.
DS: Something Is Needed I Usually Very First That Need Recognize
D: 무언가 필요할때, 나는 첫번째다 그 필요를 인지하는데
N: 무언가 필요할때, 나는 그 필요를 인지하는 첫번째 사람이다
D: 무엇인가 필요할 때, 나는 처음으로 필요를 인지한다.
N: 어떠한 필요 사항이 있을 때, 다른 사람들보다 먼저 인지하는 편이다.
6. When something is needed, I recognise first.

6. When something is needed, I am first to recognize the need.

6. When something is needed, I am first to recognize the need.

D: Something needed situation if it is first (before others) discern
N: Is the first to discern the needs of a situation
D: Something needing situation if first know.
N: You are the first to know if a situation needs something.
5.
C=Casual Easier Form, S=Survey Form, DS=Direct English Translation of Survey Form,
D=Direct Translation, N=Natural Translation
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7. 다른 사람이 이야기하려는 요지를 잘 파악한다
C: 나는 대화를 할 때 그들이 무슨 말을 하고 싶은건지 잘 안다.
S: 나는 사람들과 대화할 때 그들의 말의 요점을 잘 파악하는 편이다.
DS: I People Talking /Speaking Their Words Main Point Easily Catching
D: 나는 잘한다 잡는것을 중심포인트 다른사람들이 말하고자 하는
N: 나는 다른사람들이 말하고자 하는 중심포인트를 이해하는것을 잘한다
D: 나는 다른 사람들이 말하려고 하는 요점들을 잘 잡아낸다.
N: 나는 다른 사람들이 말하고자 하는 요점들을 잘 캐치하는 편이다
7. I am good at catching the main points others are trying to tell.

7. I am good at catching the main points others are trying to tell.

7. I am good at catching the main points others are trying to tell.

D: Other people trying to talk key point well grasps
N: Is good at grasping the key points others are trying to get across
D: Different people trying to tell gist well understand.
N: You understand the gist of what other people are (saying) trying to tell you.
6.
C=Casual Easier Form, S=Survey Form, DS=Direct English Translation of Survey Form,
D=Direct Translation, N=Natural Translation
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8. 말할 때 주위의 상황과 상대방의 입장을 고려해서 말한다
C: 나는 말을 할 때, 지금 무슨 일이 일어났고 다른 사람들의 기분은 어떨지
생각한다.
S: 나는 말을 할 때, 먼저 상황과 다른 사람들의 관점이나 입장을 먼저
고려한다.
DS: I Speak When First Circumstances, Other People’s Perspectives, or
Situation First Consider
D: 내가 이야기할때, 나는 첫번째로 고려한다 그 상황을 그리고
다른사람들의 관점들을.
N: 내가 이야기할때, 나는 첫번째로 그 상황과 다른 사람들의 관점들을
고려한다.
D: 내가 말 할 때, 나는 먼저 상황과 다른 사람들의 관점을 고려한다.
N: 나는 말 할 때 상황과 다른 사람들의 관점을 우선시하는 편이다.
8. I speak considering the situation and others’ perspective.

8. When I speak, I first consider the situation and other peoples’ perspetives.

8. When I speak, I first consider the situation and other peoples’ perspectives.

D: Speaking when surrounding area’s situation and counterpart’s position
considerately speaks
N: When speaking, takes time to consider the current situation as well as the
thoughts, position, and stance of those involved and surrounding them.
D: Speak when surrounding’s circumstances and other person’s position
consider, so speak.
N: When you speak, you consider surrounding circumstances and the other
person’s position, then speak.
7.
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C=Casual Easier Form, S=Survey Form, DS=Direct English Translation of Survey Form,
D=Direct Translation, N=Natural Translation

9. 남을 배려한다
C: 나는 다른 사람들을 위하는 편이다.
S: 나는 사려 깊은 편이다.
DS: I Am (Consider In-Depth) Considerate
D: 나는 배려한다 다른사람들을
N: 나는 다른사람들을 배려한다
D: 나는 다른 사람들을 배려한다.
N: 나는 다른 사람들을 배려하는 편이다.
9. I am considerate.

9. I am considerate of others.

9. I am considerate of others.

D: Other’s consider
N: Is considerate of others
D: Others considerate.
N: You are considerate of others.
8.
C=Casual Easier Form, S=Survey Form, DS=Direct English Translation of Survey Form,
D=Direct Translation, N=Natural Translation
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10. 상대방의 기분을 고려하여 적절한 말을 하거나 행동을 한다
C: 나는 말을 하거나 행동할 때, 나는 다른 사람들이 어떻게 느낄지 생각한다.
S: 나는 말을 하거나 행동할 때, 다른 사람들의 감정을 염두에 두는 편이다.
DS: I Speak When Act Other People’s Emotions Consider (ish)
D: 내가 이야기할때나 행동할때, 나는 자주 고려한다 다른사람들의 정서를
N: 내가 이야기할때나 행동할때, 나는 다른사람들의 기분을 자주 고려한다
D: 내가 말하거나 행동할 때, 나는 자주 다른 사람들의 감정을 고려한다.
N: 나는 말하거나 행동할 때 자주 다른 사람들의 감정을 고려하는 편이다.
10. I speak or behave considering others’ emotion.

10. When speaking or acting, I always consider others’ emotion.

10. When I am speaking or acting, I always consider others’ emotion.

D: Counterpart’s mood/ state of feeling considers and adequate words or actions
does
N: Considers the state of emotion of their counterpart and then speaks and acts
appropriately.
D: Other person’s mood consider and appropriate word do or action do.
N: You consider the other person’s mood and speak or act appropriately.
9.
C=Casual Easier Form, S=Survey Form, DS=Direct English Translation of Survey Form,
D=Direct Translation, N=Natural Translation
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11. 다른 사람이 처한 상황이나 기분을 파악하여 상대에게 필요한 것을
해 준다
(Revised: I understand what others need, catching (considering) others’ emotions and
situations)
C: 나는 다른 사람들이 어떻게 느끼고 무슨 일을 겪고 있는지 잘 알고 그들을 잘
이해한다.
S: 나는 다른 사람들의 감정과 상황을 잘 파악하고 그들이 무엇을 필요로 하는지 잘
이해한다.
DS: I Other People Emotions Circumstances/Situations Easily Catch They What Need
Easily Understand
D: 나는 한다 다른사람들이 필요한것들을 다른사람들의 감정이나 상황에 맞춰서
N: 나는 다른사람들의 감정이나 상황에 맞춰서 그 사람들이 필요한것들을 한다

D: 나는 다른 사람들의 감정과 상황을 고려해서 다른 사람들이 필요로 하는 일을 한다.
N: 나는 다른 사람들의 감정과 상황을 고려해서 그들이 필요로 하는 일을 하는 편이다.

11. I do what others need, catching others’ emotion and situation.

11. I understand what others need, catching (considering) others’ emotions and situations.

11. I do things that others need me to do, considering others’ emotions and situations.

D: Other people faced situations and/or mood grasp and counterpart to needed thing do
for them
N: Discerns and understands the situations others face and the state of emotion they are
in and then fulfills their needs based on that.

D: Different people put in situation or mood understand and other person to needed
thing do.
N: You understand the situation other people are in or their mood and do for them what
they need.
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11. 다른 사람이 처한 상황이나 기분을 파악하여 상대에게 필요한 것을
해 준다

10.
C=Casual Easier Form, S=Survey Form, DS=Direct English Translation of Survey Form,
D=Direct Translation, N=Natural Translation

12. 다른 사람을 불편하게 하지 않는다
C: 나는 다른 사람들이 불편하지 않게 도와준다.
S: 나는 다른 사람들이 불편하다고 느끼지 않도록 최선을 다한다.
DS: I Other People Uncomfortable Feel Don’t/Not Best Do/Try
D: 나는 한다 최선을 다해서 다른사람들을 불편하게하지않도록
N: 나는 다른사람들을 불편하게 하지않도록 최선을 다한다
D: 나는 다른 사람들을 불편하게 만들지 않기 위해 최선을 다 한다.
N: 나는 다른 사람들에게 불편함을 주지 않기 위해 노력을 많이 하는 편이다.
(General comfortable)
Or 나는 다른 사람들이 불편함을 느끼지 않게 하기 위해 노력을 많이 하는
편이다. (Focus on emotional comfortable)
12. I do not make others uncomfortable.

12. I am careful not to make others uncomfortable.

12. I do my best not to make others uncomfortable.
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12. 다른 사람을 불편하게 하지 않는다
D: Other people uncomfortable doesn’t make
N: Does not put others in uncomfortable situations/ make them feel
uncomfortable
D: Different people uncomfortably do not
N: You do not make other people uncomfortable.
11.
C=Casual Easier Form, S=Survey Form, DS=Direct English Translation of Survey Form,
D=Direct Translation, N=Natural Translation
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APPENDIX B
OTHER FORMS
INSTRUMENTS
Verbal Consent Script
구두 동의서
Hello, my name is ___________ from Brigham Young University in Provo, Utah.
안녕하세요, 제 이름은 _________ 이고, 저는 유타주 프로보에 있는 브리감영 대학교에서
왔습니다.
Dr. Gregory Thompson is the researcher in charge of this study.
Gregory Thompson 박사님께서 이 연구를 담당하고 계십니다.
I’d like to ask you to participate in a research study about South Korea’s response to COVID-19
and various Korean concepts.
저는 여러분께서 코로나 19 에 대한 한국의 대응과 다양한 한국 문화를 다루는 이
리서치에 참여하기를 바랍니다.
If you agree to be in this study, we will ask you to respond and answer various questions. This
study will include open-ended and semi-structured interview along with discussion about the
topics we are researching. That means, the interview and discussion will be very open and
flexible to discuss what you feel is important. The study will take about half an hour to about an
hour to complete. The interview can be ended at any time based on your needs. We will keep all
of your information confidential.
여러분께서 이 연구에 참여하고 싶으시다면, 여러분께서는 저희가 드리는 여러 질문에
답해주시면 됩니다. 이 연구는 저희가 연구하고 있는 여러 주제에 대한 토론과 자유로운,
그리고 반구조적인 인터뷰로 진행될 것입니다. 그렇기에 여러분께서 중요하다고
생각하시는 부분에 대해서 얼마든지 자유롭게 나눠주시면 됩니다. 이 연구에 참여하시는
데는 30 분에서 1 시간 정도의 시간이 소요될 것입니다. 인터뷰는 여러분의 필요에 따라
언제든지 종료될 수 있습니다. 저희는 귀하의 모든 정보를 기밀로 유지하겠습니다.
As part of this study, you may be recorded with audio or video devices. Recordings will only be
taken for our convenience and with your consent. Any audio or video recording can be removed
from the study upon request.
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이 연구의 일환으로 귀하는 오디오 또는 비디오 장치로 녹음될 수 있습니다. 녹음은
당사의 편의를 위해서만 귀하의 동의가 있을 때만 촬영됩니다. 요청 시 모든 오디오 또는
비디오 녹음을 연구에서 제거할 수 있습니다.
Being in this study is optional, and you can tell me if you want to stop being in the study at any
time.
이 연구에 참여하시는 것은 개인의 선택이기에, 더 이상 참여하고 싶지 않으시다면
언제든지 자유롭게 말씀해주시면 됩니다.
If you are interested, we would be also interested in follow-up interviews or discussions.
여러분께서 관심이 있으시다면, 저희는 후속 인터뷰와 토론 또한 진행하고 싶습니다.
Do you have any questions about the study?
이 연구에 대해 더 궁금하신 점이 있으십니까?
Would you like to participate?
참여하시겠습니까?
If you have questions about this study in the future, you can contact Dr. Gregory Thompson at
greg.a.thompson@gmail.com. If you have questions or concerns about your rights as a research
participant, you can call BYU Human Research Protection Program at 801-422-1461 or email
BYU.HRPP@byu.edu.
나중에 이 연구에 대해서 더 궁금하신 게 생기시다면 greg.a.thompson@gmail.com
이메일로 Gregory Thompson 박사님께 연락 주시면 됩니다. 또한 연구 참가자로서
어느 질문이나 염려사항이 있으시다면, 801-422-1461 번호나 BYU.HRPP@byu.edu 로
BYU Human Research Protection 프로그램에 연락해주시면 됩니다. 감사합니다.

